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FOREWORD 
International trade relations consist of one of 
the most important elements of the world's economy. 
Nevertheless, individual interests, lack of international 
cooperation, and trends towards monopolization of trade 
and trading activities have resulted in a keen and unfair 
world competition with harmful results for all concerned. 
These international phenomena consist of a broad 
top~c on which many books have been ~itten. In the 
present thesis, the subject is the analysis of the trade 
of.a small nation, namely Greece, which was influenced by 
those phenomena, before and after the second World War. 
Small nations carinot lead and are unable to carry out 
original trade policies, influencing trade relations; but 
whenever such policies are devised and aarried out by 
leading nations, the former are affected and just as a 
defensive policy, they involve themselves wi .th these 
international economic complications. 
In addition to that, small nations :face the 
limitatio!b of their resources and wealth more strikingly 
so that unecomomical policies are reflected upon their 
economies in a short length of time. 
In the first two chapters there is an overall 
survey of the small nation's resources and an analysis of 
8 
certain other important topics concerning the Greek 
trade, i. e. the nature of Greek economy, the 
importance of foreign trade for the economy of Greece , 
and the nature of its balance of payments. 
In the second chapter there is a brief review 
of the external loans of Greece, continued by the th~rd 
chapter which is dealing in detail of the commercial 
policy exerted during the thirties and its effect on 
the economy of Greece. 
The second part of the Thesis starts with 
Chapter IV, and through Chapter VI, there is a complete 
analysis of all the economical and trade events which 
have occurred during the 1940•s as well as a brief 
analysis concerning the business practices in this 
countzy. 
Chapter VII is a smnmary and conclusion of the 
whole thesis • 
Boston University 
February 6, 1950 
N. E. S. 
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CHAPTER I 
HISTORlCAL AND STATISTICAL SURVEY 
OF GREE.i\.. FOREIG.N TRADE. PRE-WAR YEARS. 
1, Introduction, 
Greece is a small country with transportation , 
mass prodUction, ~echaniqal power, and varied resources 
which have been developed inadequately. This standstill 
is due mainly to the political disputes, the constant 
civil strifes, the · exhausting wars against aggressive 
neighbors, and the entanglements in all the international 
complications, Thus, progress in modern Greece is 
checked, the standard of living of its people remains low, 
industries are developing slowly, and in general the 
economy's organization is still irrational, 
.. 
:rn the fol~owing two chapters will be given a 
thorough examination of the det~inants of Greek trade, 
the nature of the economy of Greece, the importance of 
Foreign Trade to the economy of Greece, and a brief 
analysis of the Greek Balance of Payments, as well as 
an analysis of its foreign loans. 
The objective is to show what was done, and 
what might have been done ·as a matter of conclusion. 
10 
~. Basic Determinants _of Greek Trade 
The fundamentals for the creation of commerce 
are the resources and the people of' a country. Both 
of them are of equal importance, and trade development 
cannot take place in a country, even one rich in resources > 
that is lacking in people sufficiently intelligent and 
energetic to convert these resources into articles of 
cormnerce. 
In the following paragraphs we are goir~ to 
examine in detail both elements as far as Greece is 
.concerned. 
Greece, because of its geographical location, 
is 1'avured physically as an important commercia.L and 
business center. It iinKS almost three continents, and 
its long and irregular coastline at certain points 
forms excellent harbors. 
Salonika, which commands the Vardar Morava 
route through Yugoslavia and thus handles much commerce 
f rom that country, is the .Leading seaport of Greece. 
Piraeus handles half of' the imports but does little 
exporting because of its small. hinterland. Patras 
J.S the principal export point for currants .• 
(a) Resources: There are three dJ.stinct types of geo-
graphical regi ons J.n Greece: The mountaJ.nous Greece; 
11 
the coastal plains of' Greece; and the Islands. Each 
region has a dif'f'er~nt economic development. 
(1) The mountains of' Greece are f'orestedl with beech, 
oak, and chestnut; wheet and barley are grown there; and 
the good pasturage provides a ' suitable summer home f'or 
the migratory Valchs while the plains are scorched under 
a summer sun. 3 
Table No. 1 shows the livestock of' Greece f'rom 
1935 to 1938 in 1,000 head. 
TABLE No. 12 
Livestock Statistics (1000 head) 
].938 1937 . 1.936 1935 
Horses 363 372 359 361 
Cattle 967 998 985 957 
Mules 184 186 181 178 
Donkeys 404 411 407 377 
Sheep 8,139 8,450 8,440 8,185 
Goats 4,356 5,286 5,513 5,285 
Pigs 430 465 606 623 
2 Moody's Governments and tmnicipals, 1941 
12 
1 In 1938 the f'orest area was 2,406,502 Hectares (5,944,059A.) 
of' which 4,121,119 acres were state owned. 
, 3 In the Statesman's Year-Book of' 1949, it is mentioned 
that in 1946 there were in Greece 220,000 horses, 
130,000 mules; 325,000 asses; 6oo,ooo cattle; 6,ooo,ooo 
sheep; 3,130,000 goats; 400,000 pigs; 7,500,000 poultry 
.-. . 
The following table shows the livestock of 
Greece in comparison with certain neighboring countries. 
THouJflNOS 
OF PJ/j-C~S 
CREECE 
TABLE No. 2 l 
/ () /,J 
1 Landon, Industrial Geography, 1939, Page 544 
Furthermore the Greek mountains have a great 
variety of mineral deposits, including iron (of high 
content, 43 per cent, mainly exported), iron-pyrites, 
emery, copper, zinc, lead, silver, manganese, aluminum, 
antimony, nickel, magnesite ore, lignite, sulphur, ocl1re, 
bitumen, marble (white and colored), and various other 
13 
ores, chiefly from the Laurium district, Thessaly, Eubea and 
t h e Aege an Islands. There is no coa1 1 only lignite 
of indifferent q.tality; reserves are about 1o,ooo,ooo 
(2) (3) 
tons ; the output in 194 7, -wo.s 154, 000 sho~t tons. 
'I' able No. 3 shows the total mineral output 
for five years in metric tons. 
· TEELE NO. 3 4 
MINERAL PRODUCTION 
1938 1937 1936 
Iron Ore 348,613 300 ,498 280,271 
Lead Ore 14,889 20 , 181 19,730 
Nickel Ore 39 , 054 50 ,195 
Iron Pyrites 244,000 206,650 208 , 050 
Galena (and 
zinc blend) 33 ,786 20, 565 
Chrome Ore 42,464 52, 620 47, 347 
MagnEsite(raw)~68;243 161, 676 1:16, 106 
Magnesite ( cal- --- -
cined) 50,754 29,784 
Bauxite 137,412 129,898 
Lignites 108,010 131 , 083 105,621 
Emery 3 , 078 7 , 458 15 , 000 
1935. 
204, 146 
20 ,130 
23,701 
132, 700 
4,912 
29 ,779 
38,619 
25 ,370 
9 ,489 
92,626 
15,000 
14 
1934 
147,408 
24,055 
22,378 
150 , 950 
63 ,621 
30, 694 
70,388 
20,149 
104, 193 
10 , 047 
4 Moody's Governments and Municipals, 1941, Greece, p .l~65 
1 
2 
3 
In case of industrial deve l opment up to a serious 
sea.£€, ·coal cou.Ld l?e obtaim d easily by water. Such 
a development wou~a be also very favorable for the 
Greek shipping. business. Thus scarcit~ 9f' coa.L and 
underdeve.Loument of water power sets l~ts to the 
expansion of manufacturing , i n spi t e of consi derable 
development during the 1930's. . 
Greece imports coal and oi l for fuel 
The statesman's Year-Book, 1949, Greece, p. 1039 
(2) The plains of Greece from the economic point_of 
view are the most important. These are arranged in 
basins more or less isolated from one another. Typi-
cal .basins are those of Macedonia and Thessaly. 
Nevertheless, only 16 per cent of the country 
is under cultivati on. Ruggedness and dryness which 
15 
result from light rain:fa~l, high temperatures, and porosi-
ty of underlying limestone, make most o:f the remainder 
unfit for crops. Irrigation, notably successful where 
applied, is restricted by lack or water supply. About 
326,000 acres of cultivable land are being added by 
draining the Vardar marshes. The draining of Lake Copaes 
added 53,000 acres. 
The acreage of principal crops in Greece as 
well as in certain other neighboring countries are shown 
in the :following table 
TABLE NO. 4 l 
1 Landon, Industrial Geography, 1939, page 543 
The following table demonstrates the area culti-
vated from 1933 to 1937. 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1 
TABLE NO. 5 
CULTIVATED AREA (1,000 Hectares) 
. • • • • • • • • • • • . 2' 081. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 '145 
•••••••••••••• 2' 19~ 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
•• • •••••••••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
2,315 
2,415 
2,465 
2,579 
Of the total cultivated area in 1939, 1,726,300 
Hectares or 69.9 per cent was devoted to cereals; 242,900 
Hectares or 9.4 per cent to leguminous plants; 1~,400 
Hectares or 5 .1 per cent to forage; 213,500 Hectares or 
8.3 per ·cent to industrial and aromatic plants; 184,400 
Hectares or 7.2 per cent under grapevines; and 79,900 
Hectares or 3.1 per cent to raisins (dried). 2 · 
Turkish tobacco is one of the main crops of 
Greece, which leads the world in the growing of this 
Turkish variety. The crop is grown d1 iefly around 
Kavalla and xanthi in Macedonia where the soil and climate 
are peculiarly adapted to . it, and it is also an important 
crop in Thessaly. Currants, an important export, and 
another crop in whi ch Greece ' leads the world, are from 
grapes grown ma~~ly along the southern and western shores 
of the peninsula of Morea. 
1 Moody's Governments and tfunicipals, 1941, Greece,p 1865 
2 11 II II II II II 
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Generally speaking, farming of the western 
type is almost unknown. The fields in a rugged region 
are usually small and widely scattered because of' the 
scarcity of large tracts of arable land. This is one 
reason why the average man on the farms in hilly Greece 
cultivates only three and one half acres of land compared 
with ten times that much in the United States. Moreover, 
the Greek farmer's land is usually divided into several 
parts, and since the fields are often far apart, much 
time is wasted going back and forth, hitChing up the 
horses or oxen, in order to do a little work. 
RuraL effort is · concentrated on raising crops 
with a high money value abroad such as tobacco and cur-
rants in order to pay for essential imports, including 
meat, wheat and :flour. Agriculture also suf:fers from 
soil erosion and the inadequate use of fertilizers. 
(3) The Aegean Islands are :famous :for their 
table grapes and they also produce the seedless sultana 
currants. 
Greek f"ruits never had any importance in Greek 
f'oreign trade. They might have in the future by es-
tablishing et·f'icient means of transportation at a low 
cost. SUch efforts have been made during the years 
1937-38 in dealing with Germany. 
17 
(4) In the resources of Greece we can . inc1ude 
its seas from ~hich the fishing activities are derived. 
As far as this source is concerned, there has 
never been an effort made for a rational and economically 
efficient organization. Individuals using unlawful means 
for fishing were hardly under the control of authorities. 
The results are glven 1n the following table, and are 
indicative of the situation. 
1929 
1930 
1935 
1936 
1937 
TABLE NO. 6 l 
Quantity tons 
26,000 
23,000 
14,389 
14,172 
19,324 
Value (1;000 Drachmae) 
520-,000 -
414~000 -
not available 
II 
II 
The harvest of sponges was about 240,000 lbs. 
2 
during pre-war years. In 1938, the export of sponges 
was 104,643 lbs., 36,089 lbs. of which went to the United 
Kingdom. 
(b) People: The people of Greece since the early years 
of human history, have established and developed an out-
standing civilization. This goal was attained thanks to 
1 
2 
The Statesman's Year-Book, 1949, Greece~ __ 
In 1946 it was about 175,000 lbs. Exports were 
86 044 lbs., of which 50,120 lbs. went to the U.S. 
and 14,120 lbs. to the United Kingdom. (The State-
man's Year-Book, 1949) 
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favorable climatic conditions and many other geographical 
and ~eological advantages. In addition to the intel-
lectual status of this people, their originality and 
their love of creation have helped a lot towards t his 
accomplishment. 
Referring to the Ancient Greeks_, George M. Cal-
houn, in his Booklet "The Ancient Greeks and the Evolution 
of Standards in Business", points out that the Greeks in 
addition to their contribution in literature, philosophy, 
science, government, and law, have made a substantial 
contribution to the development of the peinciples 
and practices which regulate the many complexities of 
(l ) (2) 
modern trade and finance. 
Modern Greeks still have an 9utaanding sense for 
business and an inclination towards commerce. The lack 
of evolution is mostly due to governmental interference 
ano to the lack of steady polic ies leading towards a 
definite objective. 
The average individual is always wilLing, and has 
all the qualifications to take chances for promoting 
directly himself, and indirectly, the society as a whole. 
Nevertheless, :n.estrictions and bylaws are the evils 
preventing advancement. 
1 
2 
Houghton Mifflin Co. , The Hi verside Press , Camlrr idge, 
1926, pp. 65 
The business life of Ancient Athen~, Calhoun~ . 
The University of Chicago Press, Ch~cago, Ill~no~s. 
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3. Nature of the Greek Economy. 
(a) Agriculture: With the value of natural products 
generally exceeding 50 per cent of the country's total 
industrial production, agr1culture remains Greece's 
principal Industry. It is estimated that 65 per cent 
of the population is engaged in agricultural pursuits. 
The total value of the agricultural production 
in 1937 was Drachmae 27,469,000,000, and in 1936 was 
Drachmae 21,470,066,000, and in 1935 was Drachmae 
21,087,605,000. 
(b) Manufacturing: .. The chief manufacturing industries 
in Greece are textile, alcohol, tanneries and soap. In 
1938, there were 20,807 active industrial enterprises. 
Here :follows a table giving the industrial 
production (in million Drachmae). 
1 
TABLE NO 7 l 
Metal Industry 
Mechanical 
Building Material 
Textiles 
Foodstuff's 
Chemicals 
Leather Goods 
Paper 
Clothine 
1939 
63 
560 
517 
3,g6Q 
2,519 
3,123 
928 
499 
37 
Tobacco 1v'tfg . 234 
472 
Industry ~QQ 
Wood 
Electrical 
Total 14,113 
1938 
68 
620 
510 
3,670 
2,347 
2,949 
1,020 
433 
40 
230 
515 
1,150 
13,552 
Federation of Greek Manufacturers. 
1937 
71. 
591 
518 
4,072 
2 ,427 
2 ,832 
1,135 
476 
40 
211 
515 
l, OQ.o 
13, 829 
1936 
44 
480 
514 
3,710 
1,913 
2,096 
1, 002 
401 
4 5 
209 
475 
867 
11, 840 
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(c) Shipping: On June 30, 1939, the merchant navy o~ 
Greece had 589 steam and motor ships totaling 1,812,723 
1 gross tons. 
The u. s. Maritime Commission, Division o~ 
Economics and Statistics, published on April 13, 1944, 
a table o~ the world merchant ~leet as of September 1939 
2 
which ~ollows: 
TABLE NO. 8 3 
Gross Dead-wgt. Per cent of' 
No. of tons tons world gross 
Vessels ~100Ql ~ 10002 tonnage 
1 . Great Britain 2,553 16 ,338 22,133 31 .5 
2. United States 1,321 8 ,045 11.,617 15.5 
3. Japan 806 4 ,503 6 ,280 8 .7 
4 . 1'-Torway 682 3,783 5,872 7.3 
5. Germany 600 3 , 461 4,518 6 .7 
6 . Italy 502 2,877 3,599 5.5 
7. Netherlands 407 2,469 3,133 4.8 
8 . France 420 2 , 423 2 , 686 4.7 
9 . Greece 347 1,558 2 582 3.0 
10. u.s.s.R. 249 947 1'369 1.8 
' 11. Sweden 187 878 '1,364 1.7 
12 . Denmark 157 702 1,072 1.4 
All Others 905 3 , 938 __Q&30 7.4 
Total 9 ,196 51,492 71,855 100.0 
2 U. s. Maritime Commission. 
1 T}?.e Statesman 's Year Book, 1941, p. 120 
2 Ocean-Going Vessels of 2,000 gross tons and over. 
21 
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The foregoing :figures make it obvious that Gree-ce, 
though i t is considered as an agricultural country, also 
has great interests in its shipping activities as well 
as in its industry. 
In trying to determine the nature of' the Greek 
economy, it would be a fallacy to state that Greece is. 
exclusively an agricultural country. This country is 
still. in a stage of development which proceeds very slowly 
because of international complications and malevolent 
governmental interference. 
The era 1936-1940, when emphasis was given to 
the agricultural f'ield, cannot be taken as typical. This 
policy was part of an over-all effort towards the develop-
ment of self-sufficiency. It was also part of agreements 
with other European countries, especially with Germany, 
which was willing to export to Greece any kind of indus-
trial products. Since these basic factors have been 
changed, the future developments will be different, and 
these will be examined later. 
4. Importance of Foreign Trade to the Economy of Greece 
Greece, which is stiLL almost undeveloped, is 
greatly interested in foreign trade. This is the only 
h the standard of living of its channel through whic 
people can be increased. 
G is ].·nterested in foreign trade However, reece 
only to the extent to which she can afford to make the 
payments for purchases of goods. In order to increase 
this ability, Greece must promote the sales of its 
precious agrirultural products abroad. There is no 
sense in avoidi~g exports when those exports are balanced 
with imports. Through such transactions, both parties 
are favored, and the result is the satisfaction of the 
economic needs of both concerned. Exports must be en-
couraged by any means. 
Presumably, under such circumstances, each 
individu~ import is advantageous for the Greek economy. 
It is essential though to make sure that such an import 
won't be disastrous for any branch of manufacturing or 
agriculture in the country which is developing, and which 
will in the future be able to compete in comparative 
costs. 
The following table represents imports for 
consumption, and domestic exports, including bullion 
and specie (in thousands of dracbmae) 
1 Moody's Governmental 
* The devaluation and fluctuation of the Drachma must 
be taken under consideration for striking -increases. 
See Chapter ~ Monetary System of Greece. 
24 
25 
1 
TABLE NO. 10 
Value of Greek Foreign Trade 
Principal Imports and Exports (in million drachmae and 
per cent of total value) 
1939 1938 1937 
Imports Value per cent Value per cent Value per 
Wheat and Flour 
Other Cereals 
TvJ.a.chinery 
Foodstuffs 
Indis pens able 
1,180 
188 
1,123 
1,455 
9.6 
1.5 
9.1. 
11.9 
Produc:t-e 2 ,103 17.1 
Raw Materia ls 1, 911 15.6 
Building Materials 968 7.9 
Ships, etc. 224 1.8 
Luxury Items 740 6 .0 
Exports 
Raisins 
Olive oil 
Olives 
Figs (dried) 
Wines, etc . 
Tobacco 
Hides and Skins 
Yarns & Textiles 
Iron Ore 
Chromium 
Ma snesite 
Iron Pyrites 
1,573 
915 
225 
112 
258 
3,978 
245 
125 
55 
77 
197 
80 
17.1 
9.9 
2 .4 
1.2 
2 .8 
43.3 
2.7 
1.4 
0.6 
0.8 
1.2 
0.9 
1 Moody's Governmental,_ 1941. 
Yearbook, l94l, p. 9~9 • 
. 
2,167 
215 
1.,067 
1,736 
2,121 
2,359 
1,129 
586 
930 
1,462 
580 
293 
184 
261. 
5119 
' 238 
76 
69 
55 
97 
100 
cent 
14.7 2,773 18.2 
1.5 200 1.3 
7.2 814 5.3 
11..8 . 1,681 11..1 
14.4 
16.0 
7.7 
4.0 
6 . 3 
1.4-·.-4 
5.7 
2 .9 
1.8 
2.6 
50.4 
2 .3 
0.7 
0 .7 
0.5 
1.0 
1.0 
1,930 
2,520 
1,247 
190 
842 
1,424 
241 
263 
159 
216 
4,384 
329 
102 
71 
86 
148 
82 
13.1 
16 . 6 
8.2 
1.3 
5.5 
15.0 
2.8 
2.7 
1.7 
2 .3 
48.9 
~ . 4 
1.1 
0.7 
0.9 
1.6 
0.7 
See also the Statesman's 
----
--------
The foregoing tables are quite indicative of 
the importance of foreign transactions for the Greek 
economy. Table No. 9 makes obvious the steady deficit 
of exports against imports. Table No. 10 ~akes very 
clear that Greek exportable connnodities are mainly agri-
cultural. Nevertheless Greece is one o:f twenty-six 
countries with a substantial percentage of net imports 
of wheat as well as of other foodstuffs. Moreover, the 
flow of machinery and Raw materials into the country 
(a total of almost 25 per cent of Imports in 1939), 
demonstrates the great need that this country has for 
capital goods for its development; capital goods that 
can be obtained only :from abroad. 
5, Nature of the Greek International Balance of Payments 
Among the self-governing countries of the world, 
there are only fifteen which customarily (that is before 
world war II) had_ an excess of imports over exports, or 
in the terminology used in international finance, had 
an "import" or passive balance of trade. Those are: 
The Scandinavian group countries (Norway, Denmark, 
Sweden), the Western European countries (Netherlands, · 
Belgium, France), the Southern European countries 
(Spain, Portugal, Switzerland, Italy, Greece), The 
British Isles, including Eire, and the Far East coun-
tries (China and Japan) 
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This situation does not mean that the country 
which is in the borrowing stage cannot have prosperity. 
As a matter of fact, the ability of a nation to carry a 
large funded de.bt indicates a certain . degree of stability. 
The type of cormnodity balance which a country 
bas depends primarily upon the status of service items, 
and the character of long-term capital movement. 
Service items included in the balance of inter-
national payments, other than interest and dividends, 
include: 
a. Transportation costs: · shipping and freight, 
port fees, various charges. 
b. Co~munication costs: postal services, tele-
graph, telephone, cable,and radio. 
c. Tourist expenditures 
d. Insurance 
e. Business ~nd finance: Commissions, royalties 
on books and motion pictures, and advertising 
f. Diplomatic and other government expenditures 
g. Immigrant and emigrant expenditures 
h. Eleemosynary contributions. 
Under the system of a convertible gold standard, 
equalization of payments virtually involved a cash tran-
saction of gold. Under the present system of 
non-convertible standards, short-term discrepancies are 
neutralized by operation of stabilization funds. 
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(a) General Remarks on the Greek Balance Sheet of' 
Payments (1927-l931J 
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The weak spot of the Greek balaHce of payments 
is the item "merchandise". An analysis of the relation-
ship between exports and imports demonstrates clearly 
the seriousness as well as the weakness of the business 
transactions of this country with foreigners. It also 
points out the difficulties of this country for imports 
during times of economic instability. 
In fact, during 1927-1931, imported wheat was 
almost 20 per cent of all imports. According to a rough 
calculation, Greece was importing during those years, 
two thirds of the wheat for domestic consumption. On the 
other hand, during the same period exports of tobacco 
amounted up to 57 per cent of all exports. 
Generally speaking, in the balance sheet, 
70 per cent of all deb~ts were imports; the exports were 
only 37 per cent of all credits. Thus the importance 
that the remaining items deserve, is obvious, especially 
the active ones in the balance sheet, for the inter-
national balance of payments. 
Those items are Immigrants' remittances, the 
services of the _Greek Merchant Marine as well as Invest-
ments, representing the active ones. On the other hand, 
an important passive item is· the one concerning the 
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service o~ the ~oreign loans. 
The transactions concerning purchases or 
sales o~ ships are almost unimportant. The di~~erence 
created does not af~ect the balance sheet because in such 
cases no cash payments were taking place. Mortgage of the 
ship was the usual way of buying and selling. 
(b) Immigrants Remittances • 
The Greek people have a tendency to leave their 
country to seek for fortunes abroad. Through this export 
of working hands, Greece can collect a substantial part 
of the needed foreign exchange to cover its international 
obligations. 
Statistically, it is almost impossible to deter-
mine the floating amounts into the country from such 
resources. 
The known am:mnts are those which :came through 
the banks and which are as follows (in British Gold 
Pounds) 
National Bank of Greece 
Bank of Athens 
Bank of Commerce, 
Ionian Bank 
American Express 
Others 
1929 . 
2,961,922 
3,065,007 
650,000 
158,509 
211,306 
668,119. 
7,814,863 
3,149,537 
2,429,430 
1,492,116 
56,240 
221,813 
1,009,841 
8,358,987 
In 1931 the total amounted lllp to 7, 084,000 
gold British Pounds. 
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(c) Services of the Greek Merchant Th~rine 
The foreign exchange whic~ is imported into the 
country through the services of the Greek Merchant ~~rine 
is represented by the wages of Greek sailors, the dues to 
the Marine .Retirement Instit~tion and to other Marine Wel-
fare Institutions, the amount imported for the use of the 
shipowners themselves, as well as the v~rious other 
expenses for repairs and dues. 
A rough calculation shows that during the year 
1931, the total foreign currency imported amounted up 
to t l,l50,000. In 1930, f 872,ooo, and in 1928 hl,l3o,ooo, 
(d) Tourists 
Greece with its antiquities, its temples and mu-
seums, its lovely nature and picturesque spots, its 
c-olorful islands and mountains could have an outS:anding 
record of tourist traffic and simultaneously a tremendous 
income from the so called •Industry of Tourists.' 
The fact is that the results were very poor, 
especially in the beginning of the 1930's. There is a 
report that in 1931, f 875,000 was the total income from 
this source. 
In the following years, efforts were made to 
attract visitors to Greece. Special state organizations 
undertook to work thoroughly on this task, and fair 
enough roads and hotels were built to :fulfill tnis 
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objective. However, because of restrictions imposed 
on trips later on, and the international events, the 
tourist traffic decreased. 
Moreover, the expenses of Greek travelers 
abroad could hardly be covered by the total amount of 
currency floated into Greece from foreign travelers 
during the same years (early 1930's). 
(e) Capital Movement 
Insecurity, instability and especially govern-
mental interference had made the capital movements from 
abroad into the country deCline and decrease almost down 
to zero in sp~te of the fact that the interest paid was 
high enough to attract foreign investors. Furthermore, 
since the 1930's, there has been a tendency for capital 
movement out of the country into other countries which 
themselves had already accumulated the world gold. This 
is def1nitely a reaction against the instability and the 
governmental control of transactions with foreigners 
through embarrassing red tape and slow moving bureau-
cracy. 
Thus, all needs to balance payments were 
acquired through money borrowed from abroad. These 
external loans are examined in the following chapter. 
CHAPTER II 
EXTERNAL WANS - THEIR PURPOSES AND T HEJR EFFECTS ON 
THE ECONOl\.IT OF GREECE 
1. Debt Record 
The poor productivity of the country, the lack 
of substantial capital for essential developments con-
cerning works of public utility, and furthermore, the great 
gaps created during and after the wars have obliged Greece 
since its early life to depend always upon foreign help. 
(See Table 9). 
As far as this topic is concerned, we can 
distinguish three different periods, with different trends 
and special events which determine the Greek Economic 
situation and its relationship to its various foreign credi-
tors. Namely, we distinguish: 
1. From the ear~ years of .the Greek 
Revolution (1821) unti~ 1898. 
2. From 1898 until 1932. 
3. From 1932 up to 1940.1 
l Nevertheless after the liberation of Greece from the 
Axis occupation there is another range of substantial 
foreign help which has floated into Greece from its 
allies, and other International Institutions. Full 
analysis is given in Chapters IV and V. 
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TABLE NO. 12 
Title 
*1. External 5 S of 1881 
*2. Internal 5 S o:f 1884 
*3. Monopoly 4 S of 1~~7 
*4. 4 Per Cent Rents of lo89 
_Maturity 
I I I I 
• • • • 
1962 
• • • • 
. Outstanding 
~· 2 ' 819 '580 
.( 2,452 ,ooo 
.i 3,804,000 
c(' 4, 221,080 
*5 •. 5 S of 1890 (Piracus-Harissa R. R.) • • • • of.' 1,608,120 
*6. Funding 5' S of 1893 
• • • • -i' 259 '720 
*7. 3 S of 1893 (Salonika Constanti-
nople Railroad Function) 1991 FCS 137,022,500 
*8. Guaranteed 2~ S Gold Loan of 
1898 •••• ~ 1,050,100 
*9 Railway 4 S of 1902-04-06 
10. National 5 S of 1907 
11. 4 S of 1910-11 
~12. 5 S of 1914 
13. 5 Per Cent Loan Canadian of 
1923 
14. Forty-Year (Refugee) Secured 
2000 
1946 
1961 
1964 
1948 
Sinking 11-1-64 
15. External Secured Sinking Fund 4 S 
(formerly 8 S) (Water Works 
~oan) of 1925~(extended from 1 84 Apri~ 1, 1952; ~ -
16.Railroad 8 S of 1925 1956 
17. 8~ per cent (Swedish iVlatch Co. 
Loan of August 1, .L926 8-1-54 
18. Pub1i~ Wo.rks 6 s of .L928 12-1-68 
~ 2,146,380 
.:(' 480 ' 560 
.;[ 3,497,337 
r:;( 11' 578 '505 
o( 6,285,000 
4'. 9,356,000 $ 10,302,000 
r{ 9,576,000 
~ 5 ,161,800 
of' 942,884 
~ 3,931,740 
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* Loans under control of the Internal Financial Commission. 
(1)-(2) 
TABLE No. 12 (Continued) 
Title 
L9. 4 Per Cent (American 
Government Loan of 1929 
20-21. Secured Sinking Fund 
Stabilization and Refugee 
Maturit;y~ 
1949 
6 s of Feb. 1, 1928 2-1-68 
22. School 6 S of 1930 8-1-54 
23. Public Works 6S of 1931 12-1-68 
24. 3 Per Cent Salonica-Monastic 1-2-83 
Ry. Loan 
25. 
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Outstanding 
$11,336,000 
£ 3,970,680 
$16,581,500 
r:[' 980' 321 
rt 4,583,140 
d(' 485,360 
26. 
German 3 Per Cent loan of 
1937 (Clearing agreement 
for war material) 
British credits (war material)3 
1943 (Drh.) 6,I5o,ooo,ooo 
r[' 10' 000' 000 
27. 2 year 3 Per Cent notes of 1931.1949 $11,336,000 
1 Moody's Governments and Municipals. 1941 
2 For all the above stated loans, there is a general provi.sion 
which exempts them from Greek Taxes. 
3 From another source "British Aid to Greece 1939-47" 
Reference Division (Foreign Political Section) Quote 
No. 121379 Date 28-4-47. Page 5. It is stated that in 
1940 a credit of 5,uoo,ooo was granted to the Greek 
Government by Her Majesty's Government and also that 
more credit followed in the next year reaching a total 
of 46,000,000 in 1941. 
(a) The Early Period 
Prior to 18~8 , the service of the debt _during 
certain periods was not made regularly, particularly 
on the loan issued in 1~24-25 before the recognition 
of the Greek independence, and during the _years 1893-
1898 . 
As a result of the inuestigation of a Special 
Cormnission appointed by 'the six great Eur_opean powers 
(Great Britain - France - Germany, Austria Hungary - Italy _ 
and Russia) which had examined the finances of Greece 
_ after the war with Turkey in 1897, the finances of Greece 
were placed partially under the control of the Internation-
al Financial Commission ru1d a settlement of existing gold 
loans was effected, known as the 11 Debt Settlement of 
1898 11 • 
(b) Debt Set tls ment of 189~ 
Under this settlement the revenues from the 
Piraus customs import duties, the stamp and tobacco dues 
and all the monopolies on salt, petroleum, alcohol, ciga-
rette paper, naxos emery, and playing cards were assigned 
for the service of the loans of 1881 to 1893. 
For purposes of t•uture service the loans of 
1881 to 1893 have been gruuped as follows: 
Gr oup 1. 4 per cern:, monopoly loan of 1887 and 
5 p er cent fUnding loan of 1893. 
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Group 2. 5 per cent loans of 1881 and 1884 and 5 per 
cent Piraeus-Larissa Railway Loan. 
Group 3. 4 per cent rents of 1889. 
A minimum annual sum of Drachmae 14,437,500 
(Frs. 8,750,000) for 1898 to 1902 inclusive and of 
Drachmae 14, 850,000 (Frs. 9,000,000) thereafter has been 
assigned for the service of these loans and applied 
(a) to payments of interest at the minimum of 
43 per cent of the original interest on the 
monopoly loan, and 32 per cent on the other 
- . 
loans (increased to 40 per cent on the fund-
ing loan from April, 1898 to July~ 1904); and 
(b) on sinking fund of 1 per cent of the original 
interest during 1898 to 1902 inclusive and 
2 per cent thereafter, operating by purchase 
below par or by drawings at par. 
Should the proceeds of the monopolies and tobac-
co and stamp duties exceed an estimated total of 
Drachmae 28,900,000, sixty per cent f or any such excess 
(after deducting 18 per cent for expenses) is to b? treated 
as a "plus-value" and applied equally to increase of 
interest and increase of sinking _fUnds on the three groups 
of loans in order of priority by additions of 2 per cent 
of the original interest; and in the event of the exchange 
rate falling below 165 per cent, then 60 per cent of any 
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saving or remittance is to be applied to increase of 
interest until the original rate is reached. I n 1932, the 
servi ce under the "plus value" was suspended temporarily. 
(c) External Debt ad,justments of Sept. 1932 and Since. 
In April, 1932, the Greek government suspended 
all sinking fund payments as well as the transfer abroad 
of i nterest on the external debt, depositing the equiva-
lent thereof in dracbmae with the National Bank of Greece 
in a blocked account. 
Subsequently, successive efforts were made under 
which a part of these blocked fUnds were converted into 
foreign exchange and released to the bondholders. 
The percentages released were 30 per cent on 
coupons due and unpaid up to September 30, 1932 inclusive ; 
on coupons due Oct. 1, 19~2 to March 31, 1933; 27~ per 
cent for fiscal year, April 1, 1933-34; 35 per cent :t or 
fiscal year April 1, 1934-35; 40 per cent for fiscal years 
April -1, 1935-36 to April 1, ~939-40 and 43· per cent f or 
fiscal year Apr i l 1, 1940-41 inclusive. 
(d) The International Financial Commission 
The principal functions of the above mentioned 
International Financial Commission are to coll ect the 
revenues assigned to it, through the agency of the 
Sociene de Regie, a Greek company formed for the purpose, 
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and subject to its control, and to apply such revenues 
for the service of loans placed under the control of the 
eormnission. 
After the deduction of amounts required for 
service of the se~ured loans, the balance is turned 
over to the Greek government. 
In addition to the revenues from State monopo-
lies already mentioned above, the International Finan~ial 
Commission has certain other revenues as well as certain 
other assets which are pledged for various loans. The 
most important of them are: 
Pireaus-Larissa Railway 5 S of 1890; 
Salo~ika-Constantinople Railway 3 S of 1893 ; 
Pyrgos-Meligala Railway. 5 S of 1900; 
Greek Railways 4 S of 1902; also, 
4 S of 1910; certain income and other taxes for the 6~ 
Forced Loan of 1922; certain water revenues and water 
properties of the Cities of Athens and Pireaus for the 
8 per cent water loan of 1925, and certain assets and 
income of the Refugee Settlement Commission for 
7 per cent Refugee Settlement Commission for 7 per cent 
Refugee Loan of' 1924. · 
The f'ollovdng table shows the total receipts 
in Drachmae from all the assigned revenues collected by 
the International Financial Commission. 
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TABLE NO. 13 l 
Year Gross Receipts Net Receipts 
1900 49,810,848 46,699,440 
1910 58,176,500 55,613,593 
1920* 209,811,096 198,579,535 
1930 3,963,389,574 3,868,375,309 
1935 4,264 '973 '508 4,148,138,570 
1939 (J an. 4,112 ,431, 781 4,010,271,483 
-Oct.) 
1 Moody's Governments and Municipals. 1941 
* The Striking difference of Receipts of the . 
'20 's and '30's is due to the inflation of 
the Drachmae. Full explanation of the rates 
will be given in the topic dealing with the 
11 IvK.:>l'-.j"ETARY SYSTEM OF GREECE" • CHAPTER I I I. 
Topic 1. 
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2. ANALYSIS AND DETERMINATION OF THE MOST I MPORTA.l'JT LOANS 
(a) Forty-year (Refugee) Secured Sinki~jfllnd ? s of 
November 1, 1924, Due November 1, 1 64. . 
(1) The authorized amount of this loan was 
£ 12,300,000; it was issued in Great Britain to the 
amount of f 7, 500,000; in Greece, f 2, 500,000; and the 
balance in the United States, amounting to $11,000,000; 
outstanding October 19, 1939, $10,302,000 and£9,356,000. 
(2) As security for this loan was given a first 
charge on certain specified revenues (new revenues) to be 
collect ed under the control of the Internatipnal Finance 
Commission; a charge upon the surplus of revenues over 
requirements for the service of the loans for which such 
revenues have been hypothecated; and a first charge on the 
property and income on all the immovable properties added 
to the Greek Government by the Refugee Settlement Commission. 
(3) The importance of this loan consists of the 
fact that it was issued to provide fun~s for establishing 
on the land or in industry more than l,soo,ooo of the 
Greek population which lived in Turkey and who in accord-
ance with the Treaty of Peace with that country, were 
transferred to Greece. 
(b) External Secured Sinking Fund 4 S ( t ·ormerly 8 S) 
(Waterworks Loan) of' 1925, due 1984 (extended from 
April 1, 1952 
(1) The authorized amouht was $11, 000,000; 
issued $10,000,000; outstanding, October 1, 1939, 
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$9 ,576 , 000 . 
(2 ) This loan was secured against revenues 
assigned to International Financial Commission after 
service of Greek share of Ott oman debt.l 
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(3) The purpose of this loan was the construc-
tion of a dam at Marathon., an aqueduct · to Athens and Piraeus 
and of a water distribution system in the two cities as well 
as of the construction of o,ther provisional works. 
In fact the completion of this dam was the 'sine 
qua non' factor of the quick development of Athens to an 
outstanding city. The comparison of the population before 
and aft er the constr uction can g ive to the reader the 
necessary respect for it: 
Population (1925) 
Athens and 
Piraeus combined 
335,000 
250, 000 
Population (1949) 
1, 300 , 000 
(c) Secured Sinki ng Fund Stabilization and Refugee 
6 S of February l, 1928., due February 1, 1968 . 
(1) The Authorization of this loan was up to 
$48,978 ,327; outstanding (dollar bonds) September 14,1940 , 
$16 , 581, 500 , (sterling issue) ot 3 , 970 , 680. 
(2 ) It was secured~ually with the sterling issue and the 
$ ll, 336 , 000 . 4 per cent bonds owned by the United States 
1 As far as the Greek Share of the Ottoman Debt was con-
cerned, there was not any agreement or arrangement made• 
up to the end of 1948. 
government by a charge, subject to existing charges 
and ranking in priority to ~Y fUture charge, on re-
venues under t h e control of International Financial 
· Conmission, including receipts f rom the salt, match 
and other monopolies and from customs, tobacco, stamp 
and alcohol duties. 
(3) The foregoing loan was issued to sta-
bilize t he currency, to pay the floating debt in order 
that revenues 1nay be used to maintain a balanced budget 
so t hat the work of RefUgee Settlement Commission wou~d 
be continued. 
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CHAPTER III 
TEE PHE-WAR TRADE 
In the foregoing chapters we have d.iscussed 
and demonstrated through statistical tables the basic 
economic determinants of' the Greek foreign trade as well 
a s certain fundamental principles concerning the foreign 
transactions in relationship with the eoonomy of' Greece. 
In the following chapter we are going to 
exa~ne in more detail the procedures and the overall 
poli cy concerning Greek foreign trade during the 1930's , 
and especially from 1932 to 1940 when Greece had aban-
doned the gold standard and had imposed various trade 
restrict ions. 
Also in the first paragraphs we are going to 
expl ain the monetary conditions which existed before the 
abandonment of the gold standard as well as the legisla-
ti. on according to which exchange and the trade trans-
actions were controlled. 
1. The Monetary System of Greece 
(a) The parity value of' the draclma from 1910 
up to 1940: 
Greece was formerly a member of the old Latin 
More tary Union and the gold drachma was equal to t he 
old gold franc ($0.193 U. S. gold). The drachma was 
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maintains d on a parity with gold from 1910 to 1919, 
but at the latter time, the drachma began to deCline 
in value owing to enormous purchases made abroad fol-
lowing World War I, and the expenses incoonection 
with the ill-fated Asia Minor operations. After going 
through many vicissitudes, it was finally stabilized 
on May 14, 1928 at 375 drachmae equal to 1 Po~d 
(approxi.mately $0.01298 u.s. gold, old parity); 1000 
grams of pure gold have a value of 51,212.85 drachmae, 
or one drachma equal to . O.Ol952634 gram of fine gold. 
The drachma has 100 lepta. On April 26, 1932, the 
Greek government abandoned the g~ld standard. The rate 
of exchange on August 23, 1933 was 122 drachmae to the 
dollar (or 1 drachma equals $0~0082). On Septe,mber 28 
19:32, the Bank of Greece, in agreement with the govern-
ment, adjusted the draChma to the pound sterling at the 
rate of between 540 and 550 drachna to the pouc.1d. In 
~ay 1940, the value of the Drachma was again adjusted 
to the pound sterling at the rate of 530 drachma per 
Pound. 
The Bank of Greece is the sole bank of issue 
and is obligated to maintain a reserve of go~d and 
gold exchange equal to forty per cent of its outstanding 
notes and other demand liabilities. In January 1932, 
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the bank was authorized to suspend the forty per cent 
cover req~irement. 
There Io~lows a table giving the average 
exchange rates of the Greek Drachma. 
TABLE NO. 14 l 
Note: Rates, 1914- 21, represen~ sight drafts, 
Athens on New York, 1922-37, noon-buying rates for 
cable transfers, New York on Athens. 
1915 •••• $0.1868 
1916. • • • .1919 
1917. • • • .1929 
1918.... .1930 
1919.... .1806 
1920.... .1047 
1921.... • 0547 
1922.... .0331 
·Month 
Jan •••• 
Feb •••• 
Mar ••.• 
Apr •••• 
May •••• 
June ••• 
1936 
$0.0094 
.0095 
.0095 
.0094 
.0093 
,0093 
1923 •••• $0. 0171 
1924.... • 0179 
1925.... .1056 
1926.... .0126 
1927.... • 0132 
1928.... • 0130 
1929.... • 0129 
1930.... • 0130 
1931 •••• $0. 0129 
1932.... • 0083 
1933.... • 0072 
1934.... • 0094 
1935.... • 0094 
1936.... • 0093 
1937.... • 0091 
1937 
$0.0090 
.0090 
.0090 
.0090 
.0091 
.0090 
Month 1936 
July •••• $0. 0094 
Aug..... • 0094 
Sept.... • 0093 
Oct..... • 0090 
Nov..... • 0089 
Dec..... .0090 
1937 
$0.0091 
.0091 
.0091 
.0091 
.0092 
.0092 
1 Foreign Commerce Yearbook, 1938, U. s. Department 
of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce 
(b) Greece as a member of the Sterling block: 
The sterling block came into effect in a loose 
way in 1931, after Great Britain went off' the gold 
standard. This term "sterling block" is used to 
indicate the division between those countries which 
were continuing · to adhere to some form of the gold 
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standard, and those which bad broken away f'rom gold and, 
f'or various reasons, had linked their currencies to 
sterling. 
Two criteria were generally accepted as 
measuring and defining the sterling block: 
"1. That the members pegged the external value 
of' their currencies to sterling; and 
2. That the members held most of' their cen-
tral monetary rese~es in the f'or.m of' London f'unds rather 
1 
than in gold or other f'oreign exchange" 
Greece was one of' the c;:ountries which pegged the 
external value of' its currency to sterling and held most 
of' its monetary reserves in the f'or.m of' London f'unds. 
Nevertheless it only did have a somewhat tenuous connec-
t ion to the "sterling f'ringe" • 
The sterling block has been realized, beginning 
september 1936, when in Greece the sterling pound was 
2 
bought at a f'ixed rate of' 546 drachmas. 
2. Exchange Restrictions 
On April 26, 1932, when Greece abandoned the 
gold standard, she also suspended sinking f'und payments, 
1 Foreign Trade Handbook - Pratt - 1949 - p. 1052 
2 Foreign Commerce Yearbook, 1938, U.S. .Department of' 
Commerce - Bureau of' Foreign and Domestic Commerce. 
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t h e transfer abroad of' i n:t.eres t s on the external debt, 
and all indebtedness of Greek importer~ to the foreign 
exporters. 
On this point it has to be mentioned that prior · 
to that time, the business practice in Greece was to 
import on credit and to export on cash payment. 
When the suspension of' all payments in foreign 
exchange was enacted, a substantial amount of drachmas 
either deposited in various banks and ready to be con-
verted in foreign exchange f'or remittance to the creditors 
exporters or due to them by the Greek importers and not 
yet deposited, was frozen. 
Notwithstanding, the Greek government has insti-
tuted a scheme of installment payments f'or settling 
foreign commercial obligations outstanding at that time. 
These debts were all concluded prior to April 26, 1932 
and were to be settled in the original currencies in ten 
semi-a::qnual installments. The total of allcommercial 
debts to foreigners amounted up to $35,200,000. 
These measures were enacted primarily because 
of' the inwrnational and interior economic crisis that 
has occurred as well as to preserve the currency reserves 
which were exhausted. 
Nevertheless in the following years when better 
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economic conditions had come, various official agree-
ments were concluded with the respective governments 
of those nations, and a part of the debts were reim-
bursed. We can mention the following examples: 
The Franco-Hellenic agreement according to which French 
beneficiaries were paid in semiannual installments of 
15 per cent instead of 10 per cent as foreseen by the 
law of April 26, 1932. This agreement furthermore pro-
vided that any balance left in favor of Greece was to 
be used for the settlement of overdue credits in addi-
tion to the regular semiannual payments, as well as 
that French blocked accounts in Greek banks, covering 
old commercial debts, could be used for the purchase 
of Greek products to be exported from Greece. 
Secondly, a decree became effective in June 
1934, which authorized Greeks owing debts in foreign 
currencies to fir.ms abroad to export products of 
Greece in settlement, of their indebtedness which indi-
cated that those exporters were not required to sell to 
the Bank of Greece the foreign exchange, representing 
the value of the products shipped abroad as in the 
case of ordinary transactions. 
In the case of the United States, which at that 
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time was owed a total o~ $1,200,000, various installment 
payments have been realized in ~oreign currency, 
(4) or the ~rozen credits have been utilized in various 
ways, particularly ~or the operation o~ Greek branches 
maintained by American business concerns. Thus, by 
the middle o~ 1936, the debts o~ 1932 have been almost 
completely liquidated without in~licting serious losses 
o~ American interests in general. 
In 1935 new Banking restrictions and compulsory 
sale o:f ~oreign exchange ~rom tobacco exports was 
enacted, ~ollowed by the law enacted on July 17, 1939 
according to which all residents were required to sell 
to an authorized bank, within three months, all ~oreign 
exchange received ~rom abroad as profits, or other 
earnings ~rom business carried on in Greece, or as 
remuneration ~or servi~ rendered in Greece to persons or 
~irms established abroad. All these above res:. rictio.ns 
have resulted in the ~act that all ~a· eign countries 
were continuing their exports to Greece only on a cash 
basis. 
In the long run , it has been proved that those 
res t:rict.ions have not attained to any substantial degree 
the objectives they aimed to reach. Nevertheless, ~ter 
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the crisis ot· 1932, Greek economy has recovered within 
one year. To this accompllshment the fundamental factor 
was the poll cy of carrying on the foreign trade through 
compensation, barter, and clearing agreements, which we 
are going to discuss in the following paragraphs. 
The exchange restrictions themselves were effec-
tive for the existing indebtedness, but quite ineffective 
to accomplish the main objectives they aimed to reach. 
Only with the exception of 1933 has Greece continued to 
carry a substantial deficit on its balances of foreign 
payments, while the overall poli cy of carrying on its 
foreign trade was following the principles of the Interna-
tional conditions; namely, more governmental controls, 
more trade ~estrictions, and the establishment of more 
clearing, barter and compensating agreements which, as 
we will see in the following paragraphs, have been proved 
favorable only in the short run. 
3. The Greek foreign trade under the policy of bilateral 
agre·e:ments • 
The exchange restrictions were followed by the 
establishment of import quotas; also decrees had been 
issued, that the trade between Greece and Japan, Denmark, 
Norway, Russia, Rumania, and Iceland was to be effected 
exc1llsivelyi:.h!'ough an exchange of' goods. Other 
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regulations also provided that those exchanges were to be 
effected by permission of the Bank of Greece. I n the case 
of Russia, wheat was ex~mpted, but 15 per cent of the 
freight revenues of Greek ships derived from carrying 
Russian products were to b·e ·paid for with an equal value 
of Russian goods. 
Since barter agreements between Greece and a 
number of countries have produced balances in those 
countries in favor of Greece, import quotas have been 
relaxed in an effort to mobilize a portion of such credits. 
Among the principal countries in which such credit 
balances existed were Germany, France, Austria, and Sweden. 
Also, during 19 33, Greece had a favorable trade with the 
United States, but in the absence of a barter agreement 
the question of blocked credits had to be considered. 
Thus the next step taken by the government was 
to grant extra-quotas, so long as payments were effected 
by drafts upon official clearing balances abroad. This 
granting was discontinued as soon as the official clear-
ing balance in favor of Greece had been exhausted. 
Tbe favorable economic conditions of 1933, in 
comparison with 1932, have reflected first in the Greek 
governmental budget for the fiscal year 1933-34 which 
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provided for total revenues of 7,967 millions of 
Drachmas, and expenditures of 8 ,292 millions of drach-
mas, leaving an estimated deficit of 325 million 
draclLma in comparison with the deficit of the last year 
of 600 million drachmas. Secondly they were refl~cted 
in the balance of international payments, which f or the 
first time in many years, showed a credit balance on 
merchandise and service account. 
Following is a table s howing the Greek bal-
ance,(in thousands of Swiss francs) of international 
p~ents in 1933, as prepared by the Bank of Greece: 
l 
TABLE NO.l5 
Merchandise 
Shipping (net earnings) 
· Tourists' expenditures 
Emigrants remittances 
Interest, dividends, com-
missions, etc. 
Government transactions 
other than interest 
on external debt 
Total trade & service items 
Net Balance 
Gold and currency movements 
including earmarking 
(net) 
Short-term capital movements 
(net) 
Long-term capital movements 
(net) 
Net balance of capital 
transactions 
1 Bank of Gr eece 
Debits 
249, 563 
5,588 
59,306 
18,363 
332,820 
16, 818 
Credits 
160,995 
19,155 
51,980 
77,591 
36,803 
2,015 
348,539 
+15,719 
-58 ,518 
59,617 
42,799 
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There was a moderate reduction in the commodity 
surplus and an appreciable increase in the earnings of 
the Greek merchant marine. Also the tourists' expendi-
tur es in Greece and the emigrants' remittances were 
higher thm during the previous year. 
The most important favorable balances to Greece 
by the end of 1933 were the following: 
Austria •••••••••••••••• 629,017 
Sweden ••••••••••••••••• 445, ll2 
France •••••••••••••• 18, 601, 639 
Germany ••••••••••••• 3,684,768 
Switzerland......... 135,478 
Swiss Francs 
dollars 
French Francs 
RM 
Swiss Francs 
Among the more important unfavorable balances 
to Greece were the f ql l owing: 
Czechoslovakia ••••••••••• 45,161,376 Czek crovvns 
Yugoslavia •••••••••••••• l91,960, 071 Drachmas 
Turkey •.•••••••••••••••• 14 ,677,201 Drachmas 
A new wage of compensation and a barter agree-
ment has been negotiated during the year 1934. Namely a 
provisional compensation agreement was negotiated by 
Greece and Norway; fUrthermore, compulsory barter was 
imposed by unilateral action of Greece upon trade with 
Argentina, Japan, Portugal, Spain, Finland, and Belgium. 
As a result, the last two countries negotiated clearing 
agreements with Greece. 
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Finally, late in 1934 and 1935, Greece had 
complete and official exchange clearing facilities with 
Austria, France, Germany, Czechoslovakia, Switzer land , 
Norway, Sweden, Hungary, Italy, Albania, Belgium, and 
Finland. Partial but official clearing agreements with 
YugoSl. a via, Rumania, Turkey, and Rumania; private but 
officially authorized and complete clearing arrange-
ments with Brazil, Denmark, Jap~, Iceland, Persia, 
Spain, Argentina, and Portugal; private, officially 
authorized, although not compulsory clearing facilities 
vri th Estonia , and Poland for any product and for certain 
commodities with Australia, Bulgaria, Canada, Panama, 
Rhodesia, and Chile. 
At least two thirds of the foreign trade of 
Greece was affected by clearing agre einents. The rest of 
about 28 per cent of the country's imports which were 
made for the United States, the United Kingdom, the 
Netherlands, end Egypt were not arranged with such agree-
ments but on a cash basis. 
Nevertheless, in 1934 the balance of interna-
tional payments presented a deficit of 40,668, 000 
Swiss Francs against a credit balance of 15,719,000 
Swiss Francs in 1933. The shift was due chiefly to a 
large increase in service payments on the foreign public 
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debt and to substantial decreases in foreign touri sts' 
expenditures and emigrants' remittances to Greece. 
In 1935 also the balance of international 
balance of payments showed a net debit balance of 
35,000,000 Swiss Francs, compared with the one of 
40,668, 000 francs in 1934 on trade service items. 
One important event which had occurred by the 
middle of November 1935, and has almost complicated the 
Greek exchange situation was the accumulation of a hea~ 
credit balance in Germany. Through the working of the 
clearing agreement with that country, the balance had 
gTovm up to Fm~ 21,000,000. That level was reached chiefly 
through large Ger.man purchases of Greek tobacco in the 
preceding months. As a means of relieving the situation 
in part, the Greek government has decided to place in 
Germany, orders for new rolling stock ne eded by the 
Peloponnesus railways, amounting to about RM 2,100,000, 
and stil~ larger orders of equipment for the State 
Railways, and military supplies, including army air-
planes. 
Later on, in February, 1936, those credits 
increased up to RM 32,000, 000 when a decision announced 
by the Supreme Committee of EQonomic Defense took a step 
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reduce the heavy flow of exports to Germany by stopping 
imrnediate full payment in drachmas of exporters as soon 
as the Bank of Greece was receiving the word that the 
. German buyers had deposited Reichmarks. Thus, while 
in the past, the bank was assuming the risks of future 
depreciation in the Reichmark's exchange, this risk was 
transferred to the shoulders of the exporters. Never-
theless, under the exerted pressure of the exporters, the 
former systems were applied again and finally the Greek 
government, in March 12, 1936, bought from the Bank of 
Greece, the amount of RM 22,000,000 to relieve that 
institution. 
The year 1937 was also in many respects a very 
favorable year for Greece. In general,business activity 
at t h e close of the year reached a new high level. 
Industrial production was increased by about 10 per cent 
in comparison with the output of the previous two years; 
building const. ruction proceeded at an unprecedooted rate, 
electric power output set another record, and mining was 
more active. AgriculturaL yields were in general very 
satisfactory and thus the tobacco yield was smaller and 
the prices were better. Foreign trade registered a sub-
stantiru gain in 1937, with wheat, coal, iron, steel, 
and various manufacturers accounting chiefly for the rise 
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in i mports; and tobacco, currants and minerals for the 
expansion in exports. Germany retained its lead by 
supplying over one-fourth of Greeceis imports, and 
absorbing a similar proportion of its exports • . The United 
States ranked second as a country of destination with a 
considerable increase over 1936 contributed by tobacco; 
Greek imports from the United States, however, dropped 
sharply, with the shifting of pp.rchases of fuel oil and 
gasoline back to Rumania. The country's foreign trade 
policy was directed towards further restrictions on 
i mports and foreign exchange transactions, with additional 
emphasis on clearing operations. The clearing arrange-
ment with Germany proved unsatisfactory and a new agreement 
was concluded in September 1933, whereby existing credits 
in Germany were to be utilized for purchase of war ma-
terials, and a more rigid control exercised over trade 
with Germany in order to avoid future accumulation of 
blocked funds. 
Economic conditions in Greece continued to be 
favorable for the next year, 1938, as well as f or 1939. 
Ho ~~ver, the Czechoslovac and Albanian crisis had an 
adverse effect on business refl ected in both Industry 
and Trade. Nevertheless, by the end of 1938, new high 
records of production and business volume had estab-
lished themselves. Notable gains were r~istered in 
the chemical industry, metal manufacture, tobacco, and 
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electric-power output, with smaller increases in food-
stuffs, textiles, and smelting. The voluroe of construc-
tion has declined, and the mineral production remained 
equal to that of 1937. The wheat yields were sufficient 
for about three-fourths of domestic consumption while 
the tobacco production, even smaller, retained favorable 
prices. 
Foreign trade was marked by a new high in ex-
ports in terms of drachmas, and a small decline in 
imports from the 1937 records, thus reducing the import 
surplus. The expansion in exports was contributed chiefly 
by tobacco, olive oil, olives, raisins, wine, figs, and 
citrus fruits; but there were decreases in currants, ores _ 
and raw skins. The drop in imports was attributed mostly 
to wheat, cotton fabrics, wool and woo:len yarn, construc-
tion lQmber, iron -and steel manufactures, fuel oil, 
gasoline, hides and skins, sugar and rice. These were 
partly offset by gains in coal and corn. 
Germany maintained its lead in Greek foreign 
trade, with a large gain in exports and a slight increase 
in imports. In 1938, Germany took 39 per cent of Greek 
exports and supplied 29 per cent of total Greek imports. 
Imports into Greece from the United States rose 
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substantially owing chiefly to wheat purchases. Other 
gains occurred in rice, truck chassis, tires, machine~J, 
iron and steel, lubricating oil, radios, and in mis-
cell aneous ot her items, whereas declines occurred i n 
fuel oil and gasoline • 
. Exports to the United States of America, which 
is Greece's second leading market, also were higher than 
in 1937, with tobacco and olives chiefly responsible f or 
the gain. Most of the other products, such as olives, 
currants, figs, brandy, and chrome ore showed little 
change or small decline. The bulk of Greece's foreign 
trade continued to be handled through clearing agreements, 
and rigid control was exercised over ali foreign ex-
change transactions. The merchant marine reported a 
moderate increase in earnings despite the larger volume 
of laid-up tonnage. 
The Bank of Greece compiled the following 
estimates of the balance of payments for 1938 and 1939: 
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1 
TABLE lifO. 1·6 
(Net balance, 1,600 Sterling) 
Merchandise 
Shipping 
Tourists 
Emigrant Remittances 
Insurance 
Interest on Bank Deposits 
Interest and Dividends 
Debt Service 
Other Government 
Transact ions 
Total Trad / and Services 
Gold Currency and Capital 
Items 
Residual Items 
1939 1938 
- 4,177 
+ 1,957 
+ 709 
+ 3, 661 
169 
+ 50 
+ 728 
- 1,061 
~ 2,158 
-260 
- 846 
--+- 1,106 
~ 7, 958 
+ 2,015 
+ 637 
+ 4,806 
264 
+ 47 
+ 1,160 
- 1,218 
-. 1,625 
-2,400 
- 833 
+ 3,233 
1· Moody' s Governmental, 19~bl 
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'j_'h o follo'w:lng table sllows the imports ot pl~i nc i :_ : :::. l 
C01Tt!loc1i t i es for c onslLr:lption : 
1 
TABLE NO • 1.7 
Valuo (in t h ou sands of 
C ommo eli t "'l. 1 934 1935 1936 
Ga t t l e 1 , 611 1;879 1 , 539 
t)he ep o.nd e;oa t s 2 , 210 2 , 204 2 , 172 
nutt er, ole o, oil , 
fat s 200 247 203 
Gheese 47 129 48 
:tt'i sh 1,737 1, 903 1,962 
imeat: 6 , 955 13, 137 l8t362 
Gorn 96 1,409 1, 505 
.rtice 1,393 1 , 615 1,702 
~/heat :I' lour 41 GO 51 
_ueans '/68 985 1,176 
:Pota toes 99 83 101 
vofr·ee 1,377 1,275 1 , 512 
Sugar 2 , 808 2 , 573 2 , 74(-3 
h i des and skins 1, 8G6 1,452 1 , 818 
Leather 598 582 621 
uotton 1,991 2 ,105 1,192 
Got ton yarn- thread 1 , 509 1 , 46 7 1 ~ 558 
·wool yo.rn 3,114 2 , 667 3,077 
::J't o c -;:i n g s a n d s oc k s 144 183 176 
;11e:;:t ile mfg ., others 2 ,115 2 , 347 2 , 340 
vloo d. 1'o:r building 3, 517 5 , 14~- 4 , 126 
wooc1, other 785 911 973 
Paper , -orint e d 
matter 1,735 1,989 2 , 070 
uoal 3,993 3 , 886 4,563 
.J::ienzine (ga soline) 1,056 1, 308 1,404 
J\.:ero sene 278 -26 5 316 
.t·Jiine:ral oils , other 2~191 2 , 558 2,867 
Gement 35 30 25 
l.ron and steel 6,346 7',350 7, 8J..6 
r~1a chinery 5,489- 6 , 532 6 , 646 
,automobiles, comp . 266 422 !!67 
\Jhassi s 496 942 974 
Ghemicals and allied 
products 6,108 6 , 47 7 7,030 
.t-Ql other 132465 l 7 2199 20 2525., 
Tot a l 82~666 1002255 111!121 
d.~11o.:c- 3 ) 
l937 
1 , 451 
2 , 080 
174: 
190 
1 , 973 
25 ,055 
1 , 390 
1 , 852 
57 
1 , 525 
114 
1 , 2 8 3 
3 , bl 6 
2 , 400 
524 
933 
1 , 492 
3 , 636 
229 
3 , 171 
5 , 22 7 
1,072 
1, 886 
5,938 
1,737 
361 
4 ,197 
30 
1J.. , 394-
8 ,160 
612 
576 
9 , 432 
26 2936 
1 3 7! 6 76, 
l Foreign Commerce Yearbook , 1:.938 , u .s. Department of 
Commerce , Bureau (fj'f Foreign and Domest ic Commerce. 
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The following t a ble gi ves the general export s of 
prin uipal commodities. 
l _ 
TABLE NO. 18 
Value {in 1!000 dollars)-
Commodity 1934 1935 1.936 1937 
Currants 10;379 8 ;216 8 ,680 8 , 868 
Raisins 2,969 3, 361 - 3,427 4,033 
l!'igs 1 , 401 1,532 1,382 1,435 
· Olives 2 ,059 2,731 2 ,665 2,379 
.l!I'Uit S, other 1,956 1,591 2,027 
-2 ' 651 
·wine - 1, 4 52 1,383 1,71.0 1,952 
'l'obacco, l e a:t' 19,061 33,495 31.,56-3 39 , 697 
hides and s kins 1,261 1,259 3,003 2 ,976 
Silk cocoons 23 7 13 58 
Sponges 137 282 430 326-
J:!;mery 2 74 337 283 389 
H.osin (colophony} 665 818 847 1 , 620 
Olive oil 2,370 3,901 2,930 2,654 
Magnesite, crude or calcined 371 7l0 867 1, 338 
:.Lron Pyrites 334 227 465 746 
Lead in Pigs 290 43 115 314 
Ghrome ore 148 303 627 775 
Uhemical f ertilizer 307 - 182 274 394 
Got-ton yari1 328 337 954 776 
Brandy 400 252 209 4l7 
'l 'urpent ine oil 487 577 376 671 
v'iool rugs -153 130 202 444 
All other 4;644 4 ,979 52493 11, 610 
Total 51-, 469 66,653 68 ,542 86,523 
l . Foreign Gommerce Yearbook, 1938, U. s. Department of liommerce 
.oureau of J:i'oreign and Domestic Commerce. 
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The :following table gives the figures for the trade with 
prin:ipal countries, in thousands of dollars: 
Country of Ori-
gin or Destination 
Total 
United State.s 
Canada 
Austria 
Belgium 
Bulgaria 
Czechoslovakia 
France 
Germany 
Hungary 
Italy 
Netherlands 
Rumania 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
U.S.S.R. (Russia) 
United Kingdom 
Yugoslavia 
Turkey 
Egypt 
Other countries 
Percent of Total: 
United States 
France 
Germany 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
TABLE NO. 19l · 
Imports for Consumption 
1934 1935 1936 1937 
Exports (Greek products) 
1934 1935 1936 1937 
-- -- - --
82,666 100,256 111,121 137,676 • 51,469 66,653 68,542 86,523 
5,190 
95 
1,464 
2,037 
142 
3,914 
5,531 
12,139 
307 
4,044 
2;285 
4,209 
1,477 
690 
4,114 
13,819 
3,867 
2,383 
1,345 
13,614 
6-3 
6.7 
14.7 
4.9 
16.7 
6,246 
53 
2,009 
1,154 
303 
3,877 
1,728 
18,740 
383 
3,698 
2,517 
7,470 
2,937 
757 
4,570 
15,561 
3,839 
2,042 
2,039 
20,315 
6.2 
1.7 
18.7 
3·7 
14.1 
7,857 
6,699 
2,283 
840 
163 
2,039 
2,134 
24,861 
1,710 
548 
2,116 
5,887 
3,444 
869 
5,124 
17,898 
6,428 
1,644 
2,187 
16,390 
7·1 
1.9 
22.4 
4.9 
16.1 
5,903 
1,350 • 
3,462 
1,665 
208 
2,553 
2:,410 
37,435 
4,194 
3,959 • 
3,399 • 
15,323 
2,465 • 
828 
2,209 • 
15,099 • 
7,604 
1,830 
5,002 • 
20,798 • 
4.3 
1.8 
27.2 
2.9 
11.0 
7,573 
30 
1,096 
832 
198 
987 
1,378 
11,571 
57 
5,017 
2,669_ 
1,309 
1,336 
327 
650 
8,954 
1,440 
482 
2,330 
3,233 
14.7 
2.7 
22.4 
9.8 
17.4 
11,286 
19 
949 
768 
145 
1,765 
1,802 
19,799 
115 
3,966 
2,584 
2,166 
2,746 
483 
666 
8,420 
1,725 
573 
2,004 
4,672 
16.9 
2.7 
29.7 
6.0 
12.6 
9,817 
46 
1,563 
1,091 
222 
1,456 
2,224 
24,970 
455 
1,232 
2,207 
2,457 
2,176 
410 
609 
8,353 
2,123 
376 
1,860 
4,875 
14-3 
3.3 
36.4 
1.8 
12.2 
14,311 
29 
1,497 
1,351 
206 
3,475 
2,180 
26,801 
1,011 
5,444 
2,480 
2,136 
1,276 
553 
628 
8,353 
2,490 
504 
2,233 
9,575 
16.5 
2.5 
31.0 
6.3 
9.7 
1. Foreign Commerce Yearbook, 1938, u. s. Department of Commerce, 
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. 
CHAPTER DJ 
THE POST-~~ TRADE 
A. The Allied Aid and the Various Governmental Plans 
for the Recovery of Greek Economy and Trade 
The painful Greek economic conditions which 
existed in 1945 and the various efforts which had been 
made by the a1ccessive governments and the Allies, until 
1947, for the reconstruction and the recovery of the 
economy of this country will be better understood by 
giving in this chapter, a brief account of V1e economic 
measures that had been enforced during the occupation of 
Greece by the occupation forces. It will also be 
I 
indispensable to do so in order to become famlliar with 
the existing psychological conditions of the people and 
to detect the extent. of failure that might have been 
avoided if such factors had been taken under serious 
consideration by the officials. 
1. Greece under Occupation 
A first hand account of the financial juggling 
by which the Germans plundered Greece was given by George 
1 
Welles in a report f rom Athens to the Chicago Daily News 
1 Under German Occupation, August - October; 1941, 
passed by the British Censor, Quote No. P. 8077, Date 
1-8-47, British Consulate of Chicago. 
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He said: "payment is not effected by the crude device of' 
post-billing through giant indemnities, but by a new 
and gentler plan, which calls for forced payment through 
gradual and systematic inflation of' the national currency 
t hrough money created by the Reichswerk, the Reisen s-
kreditkassenschen, backed by force instead of gold, and 
circulated only from the sources which fabricate it. 
The mechanics,as seen in Greece, are simple. They 
consist of' of' two German army lorries backed together 
so that the combined printing plant operates in a line. 
The supply of' money, that is to say, army purchasing 
power, is limited only by the supply of' paper and ink. 
The rate of' exchange is fixed at any convenient figure , 
as the supply is unlimited, the rate does not matter. 
In Greece it happened to be fifty Drachmas per occupation-
al Mark. Besides-his salary, every German soldier on 
leave in Athens was given one hundred such Marks, or 
about 50,000 Drac.hmas worth. This was quickly spent on 
clothing, soap, silk stockings, and pyjamas to be sent 
back home to the Reich. The Greek shops, especially 
those of' the tailors, were swept bare. Some Greeks 
tried to conserve their stocks by closing their shops, 
but the Reichswehr ordered them to remain open. If' they 
did not remain open, and if' they did not accept the occu-
pation Marks, they were imprisoned. The result of' this 
refined looting was that the Germans had the goods and 
the Greeks only a fistful of' paper. Prices have climbed 
steadily, except where they have been forcibly pegged, 
and in such cases the merchants are literally giving 
away their articles • 11 
Already it is clear that Germany had seized 
complete financial control of the country. Both an 
Italian and a German Commissioner were appointed and 
controlled the banking syste~. Clearings with the Reich 
and countries controlled by the Reich (i.e., probably 
the largest part of the Greek foreign payments) passed 
through the Berlin central clearing, while the payments 
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He said: "payment is not effected by the crude device of' 
post~billing through giant indemnities, but by a new 
and gentler plan, which calls for forced payment through 
gradual and systematic inflation of the national currency 
t hrough money created by the Reichswerk, the Reischs-
kreditkassenschen, backed by force instead of gold, and 
circulated only from the sources which fabricate it. 
The mechanics,as seen in Greece, are simple. They 
consist of of two German army lorries backed together 
so that the combined printing plant operates in a line. 
The supply of money, tbat is to say, army purchasing 
power, is limited only by the supply of paper and ink. 
The rate of exchange is fixed at any convenient figure , 
as the supply is unlimited, the rate does not matter. 
In Greece it happened to be fifty Drachmas per occupation-
al Mark. Besides· his salary, every German soldier on 
leave in Athens was given one hundred such Marks, or 
about 50,000 Drac.hmas worth. This was quickly spent on 
clothing, soap, silk stockings, and pyjamas to be sent 
back home to the Reich. The Greek shops, especially 
those of the tailors, were swept bare. Some Greeks 
tried to conserve ·their stocks by closing their shops, 
but the Reichswehr ordered them to remain open. If they 
did not remain open, and if they did not accept the occu-
pation Marks, they were imprisoned. The result of this 
refined looting was that the Germans had the goods and 
the Greeks only a fistfUl of paper. Prices have climbed 
steadily,_ except where they have been forcibly pegged, 
and in such cases the merchants are literally giving 
away their articles." 
Already it is clear that Germany had seized 
complete financial control of' the country. Both an 
Italian and a German Commissioner were appointed and 
controlled the banking syste~. Clearings with the Reich 
and countries controlled by the Reich (i.e., probably 
the largest part of the Greek foreign payments) passed 
through the Berlin central clearing, while the payments 
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to other countries came under the jurisdiction of the 
Italian Commissioner and were chiefly directed via 
I tali an clearing accounts. 
Meanwhile the government's income was declin-
ing steadily and at the same time , prices were rising 
steeply; some by as much as . 500 per cent at the end of 
1941. The policy that the puppet government haa followed 
for balancing revenues and expenditures in the budget was 
the issue of new bank notes of increasing face val~e 
year-in and year-out. 
On the other hand, Greece had gone through a 
harmful famine for which the Germans are .directly respon-
sible because of the hold they had over Greece's foodstuffs. 
The period of Enemy occupation and the Greek 
Isolation from May 1941 to October 1942 can be considered 
as the first part of the occupation while enemy forces 
appropriated the largest possible volume of Greek com-
modities for their own use and for the use in their 
home countries. Allied aid from abroad was nonexistent. 
Nevertheless, in November 1942, a temporary 
plan of Improvement and Recovery was tried by increasing 
substantially the foreign exchange value and the internal 
purchasing power of the drachma. However, the volume of 
• 
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money increased steadily with the enemy occupation, and 
the exploitation of the Greek economy was continued. 
Between May 1943 and _November 10, 1944, Greece 
again became the scene of active military action and 
this necessarily reacted upon economic and trade develop-
ments. This period can be defined as the Period of 
Monetary Chos. Paper money bills were issued with face 
value of two hundred billion drachma, and the gold 
sovereign reached the price of 4,543,852,630,579 Dr. 
in the free market. 
Despite the influence of the low priced food-
stuffs imported from Canada and of the nominal rent 
charges, the index of the cost of living in Athens in-
creased as follows during the final · period of the enemy 
occupation: 
April, 1943 ••••••••••••• 10,991 Drachmas 
May, 1943 ••.•••• ~ ••••• 11,686 11 
November, 1943. • • • • • • • • • 76,171 11 
May; 1944 •••••••••••••• 2, 755,000 " 
October, 1944 •••• 198, 630,000, 000 11 
For the first ten days of November, 1944, not 
calculated but assumed on the basis of the prices on 
November 10, 1944 (which had meanwhile increased some 
hundredfold) the index reached the value of 
l8,85o,ooo,ooo,ooo drachmas. 
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Through these events, the national income has 
decreased substantially. The harvests f'or example of 
1943 and 1944 were no more than one-third of the average 
production .for the years 1937-1940. The Industrial pro-
duction came to be insignificant while the mineral · 
production even decreased and was exported to enemy 
countries. 
In summary, we conclude that after the end of 
the occupation, the economy of Greece was upset, Thus 
agri ru 1 tu re, Industry, the monetary system, stocks of 
commodities, and the market conditions were deplorable, 
while consumer goods were scarce and very badly needed. 
2. The Reform of November 11, 1944 
After the liberation of Greece, the first 
problem with which the government was faced was the 
monetary reform. The inf lated drachma should be sta-
bilized or exc).1anged by a new one in order that 
reconstruction, production, and commerce could start. 
In fact, a monetary reform act was issued in November 
ll, 1944, containing provisions and techniques for the 
introduction of a new drachma. The conversion rate of 
new drachmas for old drachmas was fixed at one to fifty 
billion. Provision was also made for stabilization of 
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the new drachma in terms of' a peculiar form of' "f'oreign 
exchange. The new drachmas could be converted into 
British Military Authority pounds at the conversion rate 
1 
of' 600 drachmas to the pound. The B. M. A. pounds were 
made legal tender in Greece but not legal tender in Great 
Britain. If' those pounds could be f'reely converted into 
f'ree balances in London, and Great Britain was maintain-
ing the gold standard, Greece would have the stabilization 
relationship of' 1928 that had been suspended on April 25, 
1932. The dollar rate was 150 drachmas to one dollar. 
Nevertheless the whole plan has f'ailed because 
the unfavorable consequences of' monetary inf'lation have 
not been taken under consideration. Of'f'icial exchange 
rates were so low that no remittances were received rrom 
abroad. The lack of' confidence had increased the demand 
f'or gold and f'or sovereign exchange. No deposits were 
made in the banks and imports were increasing very slowly. 
As a result, the new drachma took the way of' 
inflation, thus trading activities were unstabilized. 
3. UNRRA Assistance 
United States Recovery Rehabilitation Administra-
tion was an institution in which participated all the 
1 In any amount exceeding 12,000 drachmas 
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United Nations and it was founded with the purpose of · 
assisti ng in the recovery and rehabilitation of the 
invaded nations. 
A financial report covering the whole period 
of u. N. R. R. A. was issued in Washington on March 
30, 1949. The report shows t he total contributed and 
distributed U. N. R.R.A. as well as disposition of its 
remaining assets. 
Contributionsof non-invaded member nations 
of U. N. R.R.A. were · based on one per cent of' national 
income and were made for two successive years. 
Commodities to the value of 2,975 million 
1 
were delivered free of charge to 16 recipients. 
U.N. R.R.A. received the responsibility for 
relief in Greece from April 1, 1945. By the end of 
December, 1945, U. N.R .R .A. shipments to Greece (in 
long tons) were 1, 7 56 ,.193 tons; and by June 20, 1946, 
u. N.R.R.A . had reached 2,773,581 tons. The total 
tonnage schedule for shipment to Greece up to the 
end of U. N. R. R.A operations was estimated at 3,049 ,000 
tons, representing a value of $350,000,000. At a 
meeting of the UNRRA Committee and Council for Europe 
held in London on February 6, 1947, it was stated that 
1 The value of commodities d.elive~ed, free of charge, for the entire neriod of operations \Nov.l943 -
March 1949) to~Greece~ according to t~is report, ) 
amounted up'to $357,756,~6~. (~nternat1onal survey 
4.22.49 Edition on Rehab1l1tat1on. 
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up to December 31, 1946, Greece had received shipments 
valued at $325,ooo,ooo, which meant that 90 per cent 
of the relief program had been fulfilled. 
4. The Varvaressos Reform, June l a45 - January 1946 
The Varvaressos reform was based upon f our 
fundamental principles. 
1. That Greece must receive substantial economic 
reinforcement from the Allies, either through Ul~ or 
directly in the form of excess war materials and supplies, 
as had been provide.d by Great Britain in limited amounts, 
or in t he form of credits granted by the American Export-
Import Bank. 
2. That steps must be taken to prevent the 
disposal on private account of the available foreign 
exchange balances and any imports on private account. 
3. That the discrepancy between t he official 
foreign exchange value of the. drachma and its internal 
value must be eliminated in order to increase the flow 
of remittances from abroad to Greece, and in order to 
facilitate the development of Greek exports. 
4. That effective provisions must be put i nto 
effect to improve the equity of the distribution of the 
national income in order to provide an incentive for the 
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much needed increase in labor productivity. 
The Varvaressos program also included elements 
such as stabilization of workers' purchasing power at 
prewar levels in so far as possible; absorption of re-
dundant purchasing power f rom those who for any reason 
were not adversely affected by war damage, or had excess-
ive stocks, or had become more wealthy during the war 
period; applications of an extensive system of quotas 
and price controls; fabrication of raw materials imported 
by UNRRA at treasury cost and the distribution of the 
~mpleted commodities through official channels; and 
monopolization by the state of essential agricultural 
products. 
The Varvaressos reform program continued in 
full effect during the three months' period, June to 
August 1945. Then Mr. Varvaressos resigned, discouraged 
by the failure of the program to achieve the intended 
objectives. 
The failure of the program is due to the 
suppressive ways which have been used for its application. 
Literally all productive classes were under an unbear~ 
abJ.e pressure of· unjustified taxation, and the 
administrative machine was controlling production costs 
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by using inaccurate procedures , thus proving itself totally 
inefficient for such a task . 
The reeignation of Mr . Varvaressos was followed 
by his statement that the failure of his program was due 
to dark force s which had frustrated the confidence by 
which the Greek people had supported his task. He had 
emphasized that those dark forces (meaning the business 
men and industrialists) had o'pposed any production activity, 
that they had boycotted all efforts of the government to 
stockpile the oil production of Crete, and finally that 
while they were protesting that they were being economic-
ally destroyed and extremely weakened by the heavy 
taxation, and facing a shortage of their working capital ; 
they were disposing of millions of funds, drafting al l 
kinds of means to ruin the economy of the country. 
In f act, there are documentsl that business men, 
and all productive classes in general were willing to 
offer not only their services and collaboration for the 
nation's recovery, but also all available fUnds. 
1 The Services of the Greek Commerce. Association o.f 
Athen's Merchants, 1946. 
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nation's recovery, but also all available funds. 
Their collaboration has been consid-ered useless 
by Mr. Varvaressos, who was in favor of the government 
control system, and the answer was an unjustified offen-
sive. 
Th~. Varvaressos, though his statement in the 
press was presenting totally different em nomic conditions, 
was insisting upon the idea that Greece was able to re-
cover by its own means. The fallacy was obvious because 
immediately after the occupation the devastation of the 
country was pitiful, while no Greek citizen came out 
wealthy. Mr. Varvaressos was speaking for the equity 
of the distribution of the nau onal income while the 
level of national income was extremely low. 
Looking at another point, the policy 1~ . Var-
varossa followed for importS ' Of raw materials, capital, 
and conru mer goods, we will be able to detect wherein 
lies the subjective cause of his failure. 
IvTr . Varvaressos had agreed with UNRRA that the 
latter would import to Greece relief' supplies to the 
extent of $300,000,000 during the year July 1, 1945 to 
June 30, l946. He also had secured an agreement with 
Great Britain whereby that country agreed to continue to 
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provide military supplies on the lend-lease basis. 
Finally, he negotiated a credit of $25o, ooo ,ooo from 
the American Export-Import Bank which subsequently was 
reduced to $25,ooo,ooo. It was believed that the goods 
made available by these agreements, together with those 
available from domestic production, would provide a 
sufficient stock of materials and commodities to meet 
both rehabilitation and reconstruction requirements, 
and minimum consumption needs, provided waste in all 
forms was avoided. 
Prior to the war, with the purchasing power 
of the dollar at least 50 per cent higher than during 
the 1944-45 period, Greece had annually imported goods 
valued at $125,000,000. Another $525,000, 000 of goods 
was produced domestically in Greece. Thus prior to the 
war, and under normal economic conditions, Greece 
r equired goods valued at almost $650,000.,000 , prewar 
dollars. The Varvaressos reform was based upon the 
potential import of goods valued at $325,000,000, 
corresponding to $208,000,000, prewar dollars. 
Furthermore, provisions have been made for the 
general prohibition of the import of any commodities by 
private importers and the disposition of privately held 
fore i gn exchange or foreign balances. 
The UNRRA import program prov·ed to be too small 
compared to the needs of the people. Moreover it 
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was not fUlly achieved because of general conditions of 
scarcity in the Allied countries. Consequently in 
Nove~ber'; . 1945, the Greek government decided to permit 
private imports under official license. To finance the 
imports, the Bank of Greece provided the necessary 
. 1 
foreign exchange at the official rates plus a special 
Treasury tax ranging from 110 per cent to ~50 per cent 
During the first month of this import program, the Bank 
of Greece sold 152,000 Po~nds, and 277,000 dollars at a 
price of approximately 1 billion drachmas. 
The above analysis is supposed to explain 
economically the caus_es of· Mr. Varvaressos' failure · 
and lays upon him the responsibility for it. 
It must of course be admitted that the unsatis-
factory agricultural harvest of 1945 could not have 
been accurately foreseen. However, when it did occur, 
it meant that imports should have been at once opened to 
private enterprise. The continued insistence upon price 
control and quota regulations, and upon the experiments 
for manufacturing commodities from UNRRA raw materials 
at Treasury expense, proved even more harmful. 
1 As a reform measure the foreign exchange value of the 
drachma was reduced'by 68.75 per cent. 1 Pound equal 
to 2000 drachmas, and l Dollar equal to 500 Drachmas. 
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5. The Anglo-Hel. lenic Convention; January 25, 1946; and 
a Survey of . the Br.itish aid to Greece. 
(a) British Aid 
Although Great Br~tain and Greece lie in opposite 
corners of Europe, the people of these two countries 
have in common a love of the sea and a love of peace-
ful commerce. They also have strategic security 
interests in common and ooth know how to harmonize their 
policies in internati. onal affairs to mutual and general 
advantage. 
(1) Aid given during the occupation: While 
Greece was occupied and suffered the ruthless exploita-
tion of the conqueror, the Britiffi Gow rnment authorized 
the United KingCb m Commercial Corporation in Turkey to 
arrange for the purchase from Turkey of 50,000 tons of 
fo odstuffs, and their dispatch to Greece. In 1942, nego-
tiations took place between Allied and Neutral Gov...ernments~ 
as a rea:. lt of which the United States · Government and the 
united Kingdom agreed to relax the blockaderestrictions 
fpr the import of essential supplies to Greece. 
1 
The Canadian Government made a generous offer 
of 15,000 tons of wheat pBr month for the Greek people. 
Negotiations were made by the Swedish Government ~ith 
y--British Aid to Greece, 1939-1947 - _ Refere~ce division 
(Foreign Political Section) Quote No. 12lu77. B.C. of 
Chicago. p. 852. Date, 28 : LJ. 4 7, Page 8 
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the German and Italian Government in August 1942, pro-
viding for supplies to be . shipped to Greece in Swedish 
vessels under saf'e conduct, and some clothing was 
handled by the Neutral Commission under the Inter-
national Red Cross Co~mittee. Contributions provided 
for these supplies by the United States, United Kingdom, 
Canadian, Swiss, and Swedish governments, amounted 
b etween 1941-1944 to $41,393,551, of which $18 ,000,000 
was supplied by Canada and the United Kingdom. 
(2) British Intervention: After Greece was 
liberated in 1944, Prime Minister Churchill said: 0 \/e 
came to the cmnference of Greek Political Part±es on 
December 26, 1944, with the approval of President Roose-
, 
velt and Marshal Stalin. 11 The intentions of' His Majesty's 
Go'l.ternment were made clear by Mr. Eden in the House of 
Commons on December 20, 1944. Mr. Eden had said: "We 
seek nothing for orr-selves in Greece at all ••• we took 
this action • . • to try and 1:r ing food and supplies to 
Greece because we knew of' the conditions in which we 
s hould find Greece." 
First came the Military Lias on period during 
which several supplies were given out to Greece by the 
British Military Authorities. Also in answer to re-
quests from the United Kingdom government, British 
1 Ibid. P. 7 { 
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Vol untary Societies had offered to assist Greece. 
There followed the United Kingdom Treasury Mission which 
in collaboration had elaborated the reform of November 
11, 1944, as presented above. Then came to Greece the 
British Military Mission; the British Police Mission; 
the United Kingdom Legal Mission - which were aiming to 
support the recovery of Greece. 
(b) The Anglo-Hellenic Convention, January 25, 1946 
On January 25, 1946, the terms of the agn ee-
ment between the United Kingdom and the Greek Government 
were announced. 
The conclusions and terms ~reed upon by both 
parties were embodied in an exchange of letters between 
their nespective representatives. 
Great Britain, on its part, agreed to under-
1 
ta~ the followi ng responsibilities: 
1. To provide a non-interest credit of 
10,000,000 Pounds for the stabilization of Greek cur-
rency with the redemption starting after 1951. 
1 Statement in the House of Commons - January 25th, by 
Iv'Ir . Ernest Bevin, Foreign Secretary, on the Greek 
financial system. 
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2. To waive all payments of 46,000,000 Pounds loan made 
available for use by Greece during 1940-1941. 
3. To free Greek assets and balances in Great Britain. 
1 
4 . To sell to Greece, at cost, clothing and mam i nery 
to the value of 500,000 Pounds, t welve coastal boats, and 
t he basic materials required for the rehabilitation of 
the anuntry's economy. 
5. To rupport the Greek request for the suppression of 
international financial control which had been impo s ed 
in 1898. 
6. To provide competent economic, financial, and 
monetary experts for Greek service for p eriods of 
eighteen to twenty-four months, and 
7. To support Greece in subsequent ef forts to secure 
loans from t he In-re rnati. onal Bank fo r r :econs truction 
and Development, to b e established under the terms of 
the Bretton Woods A~ements of 1945. 
Greece on the other hand agreed to the follow-
2 
ing obL igations: 
1 19 million pounds were held then by the Bank of 
Greece as a remaining sum from the 46 million pound 
loan as stated in footnote 3 of Table No. 12. 
2 British Aid to Greece 1939-1947 (Op. Cit.) P. 13 
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1. To est~blish a new realistic parity between 
the drachma and foreign currencies. 
2. To use the proceeds of the promised British 
loan of 10 million pounds, together with the 15 million 
pounds from the foreign exchange balances of the Bank of 
Greece, as reserves for the note issues of the Bank of 
Greece. 
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3. To issue bank notes only after pe:r~ission had 
been obtained from a control commission to be composed of 
tr~ee Greek members, one British member, and one American 
member. 
4 . To provide foreign exchange f~ely for the 
purchase of imports and for foreign investment. 
_5. To reduce gradually Treasury deficits. 
6. To stabilize wages and salaries at newly 
adjusted levels. 
7. To raise the saling prices of goods imported 
by UNRHA. 
8. To take all possible steps to expand agri-
cultural and industrial production in order to i mprove the 
standard of living and to increase taxation yields. 
The cp plication of the Anglo-Hellenic Convention 
had been made through the passage of new legisl ation. 
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A law of basic importance for t he new monetary reform was 
i s sued in January 26, 1946 as Oct. No. 879. The new 
foreign value of the drachma has been established at 
5000 drachmas for one dollar, and 20 ,000 drachmas for 
one pound. 
The act also included the following provisions: 
1. The Bank of Greece was authorized to pur-
chase foreign exchange freely. 
2. Importers were authorized to purchase 
foreign exchange freely. 
3. Any inhabitant of Greece might purchase and 
dispose of sterling up to 100 pounds per month without any 
restriction. This was a radical change in the policy 
applied after 1931, since all balances abroad v1ere dis-
couraged. 
4. Deposits in foreign exchange were legalized. 
5. The Bank of Greece was required to purc hase 
the foreign exchange proceeds of exports and of foreign 
remittances to Greece, and 
6. The special Treasury tax on the purchase of 
foreign exchange for l i censed imports, established in 
November 1945 was cancelled. 
Though it was believed that this convention and 
the steps undertaken would establish monetary stability, 
and. that reconstruction would start, the goal has not 
been reached. 
Nevertheless, after January 1946, Greece had 
followed the policy of !'reer trade. All restrictions on 
private imports were suspended. Furthermore, when im-
portant goods were to be imported, the bank of lireece 
was prov~ding financial facilities, while in the case 
of less important imports, importers were required to 
finance themselves their foreign transactions. 
Because of the great discrepancy be~ween the 
local selling prices and those in foreign countries, 
large import orders were placed in foreign markets. 
The imports commenced to arrive in the early summer of 
1946 and aided substantially in reducing the internal 
gap between commodity requirements and supplies. 
Imports financed from the foreign exchange 
balances of the Bank of Greece immediately caused a 
reduction in the drachma purchasing power of importers, 
since these importers were required to open irrevo-
cable letters of credit at the bank, and to pay 
immediately 30-60 per cent of the invoice value. The 
balance of the invoice was paid after the goods had 
arrived. 
The report of' the Minister o:f Finance on the 
results o:f the budget :for the year 1946-47 states that 
the Bank o:f Greece during 1946 opened credits :for the 
import o:f goods with a total invoice value o:f $179 mil-
lion, but that credits o:f $30 million were subsequently 
cancelled because orders could not be :filled. 
The :foreign exchange balances o:f the Bank o:f 
Greece were used during 1946 to f'inance imports o:f 
$118 million while $6 million were :financed :from private 
:foreign exchange ba lances. U!ITRRA imports were valued 
at $210 million. 
Imports as a result o:f barter transactions, 
together with those by the Greek War Relie:f Fund 
(G. w. R. A.) and those in the :form o:f materials pro-
vided by Greek Allies, amounted to sixteen million 
dollars. Thus Greece se cured a grand total o:f imports 
valued at $350 million during 1946. 
The :foreign exchange and gold reserves o:f the 
Bank o:f Greec~ on January 31 , 1946 were o:f:ficially 
listed as :follows: 
mi11i:·ons 
l) Balance in pounds sterling including · 
British loan o:f 1946........... 39.50 
2) Gold and gold coins converted to 
Sovereigns .. ..................... . 5.50 
3) Balance in :favor o:f Greec e in the Anglo-
Hellenic current account.......... 8.50 
4) · Dollar balance and American loan 
o:f 1946 55.00 
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The consequences after a while, because the 
small portion of sterling balance available according 
to the Anglo-EeL lenic convention, and the need to re-
serve t h e gold sovereigns for the maintenance of drachma 
stability··;. . were the exhaustion of dollar balances and · 
the inability of the Bank to sell more foreign exchange. 
Possibilities .of purchasing dollar balances or dollar 
securities were non- existent because Greek exports to 
the United States and the dollar area were not large. 
Furthermore, the only remaining sources were the remit-
tances from former Greeks, living in the United States , 
to their homes, remittances by the owners and crews of 
Greek cargo spips operating abroad, and remittances of 
incomes earned in the dollar area to people within Greece. 
The aggregate amount of these remittances was very _ satis-
f actory during most of 1946, but the removal of controls 
in the United States induced the remittance beneficiaries 
to sell their dollar funds on the bla& market where 
they could secure rates above the buying rate of the 
Bank of Greece. 
Final~ th1s situation led the Greek govern-
ment to prohibit fUrther private imports from abroad 
unless the co~modities had been ordered prior to 
December 26, 1946, or unless special license was obtained. 
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The f'ollowing tables ref'er to the Greek 
f'oreign trade by commodity groups and by countries in 
1946. 
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'l'.A.BLE NO. 20! 
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_ Gree~ ]'o:eign 'l':ade , by Commod~ty ~ro~p s, 1 946 2 . ( Q,uant;lty ln metrlc tons; value ln l'iLllll on Dra.chmas-) 
Commodity uroup 
Animals, animal and fish 
products ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Agricultural field products •• 
vegeta ole food prodttct .s •••••• 
Oilseeds a nd vegetaule oil ••• 
Al.cohol ic be·verage s •••••••••• 
b'Ugar and confectionery •••••• 
Leather, hide s , skins, furs •• 
and their product s ••••••••••• 
Forest products •••·•••••••••• 
minerals ••••••••••••• 0 • •• .•••• 
Metals a n d met al products •• • 
s cientifi c ana musi ca l 
instrum.ents •••••••••••••.•••• 
Pottery and glass·ware ••••••• ; 
\jhemi cals and pharmaceuticals• 
1l'oilet preparations, soap •••• 
Dyestuffs , paints, tanning 
e.xtra ct.s ••.•.•.........•.•.• • 
.Paper and pe.per product.s ••• •. 
H.ub·oer and rubber products ••• 
Textiles, yarns, gi nned and 
unginne d cotton and wool ••••• 
veh icles and tires ••••••••••• 
.Arms and e:::cnlosives •••••••••• 
,3t'lipbui ldin€~ materials ••••••• 
All ot.hers . . j . ~ .. _ . . ...... . ~ - . : ..... . .. . 
Total 
1 Greek of:ficial stati st.ics 
Impo!.rts 
Q;ttantity .. ·value 
18~440 
116 ,785 
3;813 
2,380 
78 
9,337 
6 ,954 
25t961 
20,783 
32 ,734 
275 
1,423 
10,134 
87 
2,108 
20,.658 
1 ,252 
19,942 
8,822 
827 
1,328 
3,o29 
37,679 
89;826 
7,957 
4,728 
240 
27,268 
42,131 
1 4 ,822 
5,797 . 
32,959 
6 ,967 
2 ,149 
16,440 
1,710 
3 ,651 
17 ' 982 
4,040 
89,859 
22,238 
595 
:_- ' 815 
5,595 
:307;748 435,448 
.t::xports 
Q.ttant it y v a I.ue 
92 
166 
27;688 
3,436 
889 
16 
530 
4,37'7' 
25,953 
176 
11 
308-
1,954 
145 
12 
421 
(3} 
28 
2 
\3T 
280 
4,234 
269 
: 160,457 
6 ,744 
3, 712 
4 2 
8 ,872 
10,851. 
1,71 3 
479 
116 
707 
1,674 
402 
41 
590 
6 
582 
2 
11 
240 
6.5 ,484 2 01,744 
2 Dra chma ofi 'icial excha nge r ate: .January 1 946 , $1, U. s. currency , 
e quals 500 dra chmas:: February -to December 1946, $1 e quals 5, 000 
drachmas. 
3, Less tha:n 1 metric ton. 
ure ek J:t'ore i gn :l'rade , oy vount rie s , 1 946 ( ~uant i 0y i n me~ric tons ; value i n mi llio~ m,achma s .~ 
Country of 
destination o1· origin 
United btates ••••••••••••• 
Turkey ••.... . ...••....•••• 
~gypt .•••••• • •••• • •••.. . • • 
Unit e d tQngdom •••••••••••• 
A.I'gentina ••••••••••••••••• 
f:Jwe·den ••••••••••••• • •••••• 
Be 1 gi u.rn. ••••••••••••••••••• _ 
nra zi l . • ••••.•..•..•. .•.• . •• n:_ 
Italy ••••• • ••••·•••••••••• 
utl1e r s •••••••••••••••••••• 
Tota l 
1 Greek of:t'i cial st atistic.:s 
-
Imports 
~uant ity. val ue 
55 , 074 100, 409 
48 ,09l 67 , 088 
36 ,116 50 , 308 
1 8 ,759 35 , '129 
7 , 798 29 , 662 
3,2 ' 8 75 18 ,906 
9 , 890 9 , 590 
4 , 624 8 , 647 
n . a . n . a . 
94 , 52]. 115 , 1 0 9 
307 ,748 435 , 448 
Exports 
~uantity_ value 
12 , 308 111 , 304 
2 ,065 3,991 
2 ,092 8 , 057 
32 , 468 25 , 405 
n. a . n •a • 
1, ~28 4 , 602 
1 , 119 4 , 427 
n . a . n . a . 
2 , 651 8 , 594 
12 , 353 35 , 364 
66 , 484 201 , 744 
2 Drachma ofr·i c.:ial excha nge rate : J anuary 1 946 , ~p1, U • S . 
currency , equals 500 drachmas ; ~Bbruary to Dec ember 1946 , 
~p1 e quals ti , 000 dra l_;hrnas . 
n . a . - not available 
CHAPTER V 
B. The United States Government aids to Greece 
The failure of the stabilization of the 
Greek economy and trade after the Anglo-Hellenic con-
vention followed the inability of the United KingCbm 
to continue any financial assistance to Greece. On 
March 17, 1947, the Under-Secretary of Britain for For-
eign Affairs stated that the United Kingcu~ comrnitment 
to give Greece financial assistance would end on IVIarch 
l 
31' 1947. 
Meanwhile the United States Government bad 
been informed officially by the British Government of 
these decisions, and on March 12, Presi dent Truman, 
addressing a joint session of the United States Congress, 
asked for the authorization for the United States aid to 
Greece and_Turkey, to the amount of $40o,ooo, ooo for the 
period ending June 30, 1948, and for the dispatch of the 
United States' personnel to those countries to assist in 
v 1e task of reconstruction and to supervise the use of 
such financial and material assistance as might be fur-
nished. 
1 The Dir ect British aid to Greece alone from 1939 to 
1947 - otalled 120,000,000 pounds ($480,000,000) 
ts9 
Of the $4oo,ooo,ooo authorized by the Congress 
on May 22, 194?, for aid to Greece and Turkey, 
$300,000,000 has been allotted to Greece. In addition, 
Greece received approximately $40,000,000 from the 
$350,000,000 appropriated by Congress for Post-UJ\lRRA 
relief abroad. 
The American aid to Greece prior to 1947 was 
1 
as follows: (taken from The Department of State Bulletin11 ) 
United States Eaonomic Assistance to 
Greece other than UNRRA,(Ocober 15, 
1944 to December 31, 1946) 
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Agency Amount 
Authorized 
(millions of dollars) 
Available 
Balance, J an .1, 
Amount disbursed 
or commJ.tted 
(a) Lend-Lease •••••• 81.5 
(b) OFLC Surplus 
Credits ••••••••• 45.0 
(c) Export Import 
Bank 25.0 
(d) Maritime Com-
mission 45.0 
1947 
.81.5 
23.8 21.2 
2 
5.6 19 .4 
30.0 15.0 
1 Aid to Greece and Turkey, Vol. XVI, No. 409 A, 1v'Iay 4 i 
1947 
2 The amount distributed up to December 31, 1947 was 
$9 .8 million 
1. The American :Mission Aid to Greece 
The American mission came to Greece in 1947 to 
administer the above appropriation and to assist the 
Greek people in their efforts to recover from the chaos 
caused by four years of war and by occupation and civil 
strife since their liberation. 
The American :Mission Aid to Greece with its 
headquarters in Athens ivas immediately engaged in the 
tremendous task with which it had been entrusted. 
The mission included both civilian and military bran-
ches. 
The civilian branch had been organized into 
functional divisions, each division being responsible 
for a given part of the economical program. For example, 
the Public Finance Division controlled the A~erican Aid 
funds for the civil economy ann advised the Greek govern-
ment on such matters as the control of the int~rnal GreeK 
budget and foreign exchange and revision of the presently 
inadequate system of taxation. · The Foreign Trade and 
Supnly Division was responsible for the formulation of 
Greek import requirements and for advising .on the con-
trol of the Greek imports and the stimulation of exports. 
The Civil Government Division had the job of advising 
the Greeks on reforms in the Civil Service and in go~rn­
mental procedures. Respons ibilities for directing the 
reconstruction program rested with the Re construction 
Division. The Agf:icu..Ltural Division was in charge of 
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the program of agricultural rehabilitation. The develo.~. ­
ment of trade and procurement pol icies was the primary 
concern of the Denartment of Comrn erce. The United 
States Public Health Se~vice had responsibility for exe-
cution of the Greek Pub~lc health program; The Bureau of 
the Budget for developing plans for reorganization of the 
Greek government. The Treasury Department took re sponsi-
bility, through the Federal Bureau of Supply, for the 
pr ocurement of all non-military supplies not purchased 
through private channels; and the Department of Labor 
was responsible for all questions concerning Greek Labor. 
As was mentioned before, the American Mission 
carne to Greece merely to give advice. The mission did 
however control all expenditures of the Greek Govern-
ment invol~ng either direct or indirect use of aid 
fUnds, and because of the size of t he American aid in 
comparison with Greek funds available from other sources, 
t he Greek goveinment has offered to make all expendi-
tures of its foreign exchange sUbject to approval by t he 
mission. 
A Foreign Trade Administrat ion, under the 
direction of an American citizen, had been estab lished 
by the Greek government and was responsible for the 
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government's planning and implementation of the progTam 
of i mports, including licensing, and for matters re-
lating to stimulation and control of exports as well as 
for the distribution of government supplies. 
(a) Activities of American Mission Aid to 
Greece: One of the major tasks of the American mission 
when it reached Greece in 1947 was to help the Greek 
government institute a basi~ economic reform. A first 
step was to bring the government budget into balance. 
11 0riginal expenditures proposals im.o lving 
nearly 3,800 billion drachmas, with only an estimated 
1,900 billion .drachmas in receipts presented a stagger-
ing problem. A deficit in such proportions, which could 
be covered only by the printing of more currency, would 
i nevitably create hyperinflation and render u seless 
economic p lanning to revitalize the country's economy •.. 
At the government 1's request, the mission 
launched a series of atudies of proposed expenditures 
Analyses were made of the studi es of the government's 
operations. Studies of civil services, :for example, 
resulted in an ~reement to dismiss 15,000 unnecessary 
employees. Other similar savings reduced projected 
expenditures by 23 per cent. 
. . . 
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Concurrently with these efforts to economize, 
tax specialists of the mission worked with the govern-
ment representatives in seeking means of raising taxes 
and other revenues, and the result was an increase in 
anticipated receipts of 42 per cent. Subsequently, the 
refugee problem made it impossible to maintain a bal-
anced budget, despite the fact that 40 per cent of the 
/ 1 Greek budget revenues came from foreign aid sources." 
Budget controls, bank and credit controls, i~ 
por.t and export contro.Ls, have now been established with 
the aid of the American Mission, in spite of "much oppo-
sition from those threatened with the loss of pay, pen-
. 2 
sions, prestige or patronage." 
A great task which faced the American Mission, 
was the reconstruction problem of Greece's war damaged 
ports, canals, railroads, roads, telecommunications, 
houses, schools, and productive facilities; Internal 
costs in drachma were paid by the Greek government. 
The destruction wrought by the war amounted to hundreds 
of millions of dollars, and complete reconstruction 
in the foreseeable fUture is impossible. However, 
1 "S"econd ·Report to Congress on Assistance to Greece 
and Turkey," for the period ended Dec. 31, 1947, P. 17. 
2.Hubert R. Gallagher, "Administrative Reorganization 
in the Greek Crisis," Public Administration Review, 
Autumn 1948, p. 258. 
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expenditures under the aid program have been made for 
carefully selected projects which will yield the gTeatest 
good to the Greek economy as a whole. 
The most extensive reeonstruction job that the 
mission had undertaken was the restoration of the high-
ways. There are approximately 9,000 miles of improved 
roads in Greece. Many of the bridges and culverts on 
these roads were destroyed during the war, and for t he 
past seven years the roads have been used for heavy 
military traffic, with only a minimum of maintenance 
and repair work. Now, over a thousand miles of highway 
have been rehabilitated. Funds under the aid program 
have been sent for the cost in foreign currency for the 
repairing of the more important segrre nts of the highway 
system. 
"As the enemy :forces withdrew, they put into 
effect a policy of systematic destruction calculated to 
wreck the Greek economy to such an extent, that a 
liberated Greece would have slight prospect of normal 
recovery in the foreseeable future ••• Of the 55 passenger 
ships in 1939 only five remained. Less than one-quarter 
of the cargo vessels were still afloat, and the Greek 
state Railways had lost over 80 per cent of their roll-
ing stock and nearly 90 per cent of their locomotives."
1 
1 Testimony of Under Secretary of State Clayton, before 
House Foreign Affairs Connnittee, March 24, 1947. 
vVhen Greece was liberated, there were only 
21 locomotives, 57 passenger and baggage cars, and 68 
freight cars available for use. Approximately 1, 600 
miles of railroad were rendered useless because of demo-
lition of bridges and tunnels and neglect and destruction 
of tracks. Largely with the help of illffiRA. and Great 
Britain, the railroad system has re en improved, and today 
Greece has 33 per cent of the locomotives, 22 per cent 
of the pass enger and b aggage cars, and 40 per cent of the 
1 
freight cars she had before the war ••• 11 
Under the direction of the United States Army 
corps of Engineers, the Corinth Canal has reen reopened, 
and the three pr indipal ports of Greece-Piraeus, Saloni-
ka , and Volos have been put back i nto operation. This 
repair work was particularly important smnce Greece 
depended upon shipping for local transportation to a far 
greater degree than ro most countries. 
Drainage, flood control, and irrigation projects 
have also been undertaken by the mission. Existing 
f acilities sufferEd heavily from lack of maintenance 
throughout the war; ditches red become silted and leve es 
impaired. 
The telecommunications system was heavily 
1 The Greek Aid Program ;. Octo'ber 194 '7 , p. 5 
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damaged in the war; 
16 million dollars. 
the destruction amounting to about 
~lliile considerable progress toward 
th e restoration has been made, with the · aid of UI'R"RA 
and Great Britain, additional expenditures have been made 
under the aid program in order to restore the system of 
75 per cent of its prewar efficiency. 
It has been estimated that between 200,00 and 
250, 000 Gr eek homes and s chools have been completely 
destroyed. While housing was largely a local problem 
requiring Greek l~bor and materials, a id funds have 
been spent for necessary fittings and materials, not 
obtainable in Greece, which were urgently ne eded for 
t he reconstruction and r epair of houses and schools in 
the most vital areas. 
The American aid program includes money for 
the rehabil.i tat ion of basic industries. While investors 
are expected to provide most of the drachmae for internal 
costs of industrial recovery, there are many basic 
industries iri Greece which rrrus t have gov-ernmental assis-
tance in the form of drachma loans or the allocation 
of' foreign currencies :for equipment and raw materials . 
needed to get their production facilities in o~eration. 
The principal industries involved are those producing 
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tex t iles 
- ' 
terials. 
fertilizers , and vitally needed building ma-
This part of the program also includes the 
restoration of certain damaged mines, including cable-
ways and loading facilit,.ies. 
Revival of trade and industry has been handi-
capped by shortages of local capital and the rell,i ctance of 
Greek investors to take the necessary risks under the 
present conditions of civil strife. A government announce-
ment, February 4, 1948, said that all Greek citizens 
residing in foreign countries, including the United ~- tates , 
are obliged to declare their assets to the Greek Gover nment,' 
under a special law which provides for use of such assets 
in ways which will assist recovery of the Greek economy. 
Nevertheless, many industries are now underway, and plans 
are being laid for others. Farm cooperatives are helping 
to re-establish processing industries that will conserve 
t h e agricultural products of Gr eece; these include can-
neries and cold storage plants, olive oil processing, 
cotton ginning, and dairy products processing establish-
ments. The fishing industry is learning the advantages · of 
refrigeration on the f ishing vessels, and this will make 
possible the exploitation of remote fishing grounds that 
have not been used in the past. 
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--·-- .. _ 
The American r.Jiission is surveying the mineral 
resources of Greece and assisting Greek mine owners to 
increase the exportation of magnesite, bauxite, chrome 
and lignite. Possibilities for future chemical and 
fertilizer industries are being investigated. 
There are few places in t he aid program which 
do .· not entail the expenditure of large amounts of 
American funds, but which are of basic importance. 
The war also drastically reduced the pitiably 
low prewar level of agricultural production, but the Greek 
farms have become increasingly productive since the aid 
--
program began. 11 In 1948 the wheat crop reached 90 per cent 
of the p~ewar level, as compared with the 30 per cent at 
1 
the close of World War II. 
UNRRA has made a start by the importation of 
some livestock, farm madlinery, food processing equipment, 
and the like. our program includes $20,000,000 for this 
important task. 
The agricultural program has included furnish-
ing seeds, fertilizer and farm machinery, as well as 
starting demonstration and training projects to aid 
Greek farmers in making full use of the new equipment. 
The A6Ticultural Bank of Greece has cooperated in farm 
1 F. L. Van Schaisk, American Aid to Greece, Vol. 1, 
1949, No. 6, February 9; p. 110 
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machinery acquisition and distribution program, and the 
farm ~ooperatives have helped to spread the benefits 
at the local level. The Uni:tetl States has furnished 
insecticides and five surplus airplanes for crop-spray-
ing, and the American technicians are instructing 
farmers in this method of pest control. Veterinary 
services have been extended through joint Greek-American 
effort, and a rural education program to raise the stan-
dares of livestock care has been instinuted. 
Soil c·onservation, '\Nell-digging, and irrigation 
projects will improve the producti vity of the arid regions 
and bring more land into use. Promising young Greek en-
g ineers are being trained in modern water conservation 
theories and techniques by American speciaLists. A reforesta-
tion program has been started, even though the main areas 
for such work are subject to guerrilla activity. Several 
nurseries have been established and are already producing 
seedlings for reforestation. 
(b) Import-Export Activities in 1947_: Since the 
private imports were suspended because of tile inability of 
the Bank of Greece to meet payments in foreign exchange, 
it was seen that a strict licensing system was applied. 
Nevertheless the Greek government had not granted 
any licenses prior to October 1947. The Greek needs in 
theL: meantime were covered from previously imported stocks, 
100 
from cu~rent arrivals of goods ordered prior to December 
26, 1946, from the cost of the UNR~ imports, and from 
the financing by the American aid program as explained 
above. 
There follows a table issued by the United 
States Statistics showing the United States Exports to 
Greece during the first s-even months of 1947. 
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TABLE NO. 23 l 
(Value in thousands of U. s. dollars) 
Commodity and unit 
TOtal. • ••••••••.••••..••• e ••••••• 
Cattle for breeding ••..•• number ••••.• 
Dairy products ••••.••.•••••••••••••.•• 
Leather and manufactures ••.•.•••••••• 
Animals, live ••••••••.••• number •...•• 
Corn . ................... 1, 000 bu . ... . 
\~eat................... ditto ..... . 
VJheat flour ••••••••••••• 1,000 cwt •.•• 
]lacaroni and macaroni products •• 1, 000 
lbs. 
Sugar refined •••••••••••••••• ditto 
Automobile tires •. (casings) ••• number 
Cloth, duck and tire fabric •• l,OOO 
sq. yd . 
Quantity 
783 
4,880 
2,535 
3 ,740 
1,634 
s,595 
55,114 
20,088 
1,325 
Vlool manufactures............... . . . . . -------
TelegraPh , trolley and electric 
light poles •••••••..••• number..... 28,457 
Sawrnill products ••..•..•. M bd. f t.... 5,388 
Paper, related products and manufactures -----
Lubricating oils ••••••••• barrels ••••. 44 ,033 
sulfur, crushed, gTound,etc •. l,OOO lb. 26,693 
Iron and steel ,ill products ......... -------
Iron and ste~l advanced manufactures. -------
Electrical machinery and apparatus •••• -------
Industrial machinery ................. -------
Agricultural machinery and implements -------
Automobiles, parts and accessories ••.• -------
Merchant vessels •.•••••• numb er........ 80 
Medicinal and pharmaceutical prepa-
rations ................... -------
Chemical specialties~ ...............•• -------
Fertilizers and fertilizer material ••• -------
Commodities exported mainly as 
"private relief" shipments •••..••• -------
All others. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -------
1 Source: United States Statistics 
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Value 
2 
98 , 621 
535 
1,119 
699 
577 
4 , 361 
9 ,159 
9 , 748 
1,203 
4 ,584 
803 
575 
404 
302 
303 
300 
671 
335 
889 
725 
1,176 
6 , 970 
1,010 
1,517 
38 , 774 
1,176 
343 
530 
6 ,768 
6,768 
2 This total and the commodity detail include "relief 
s hi pments and commercial trade; lThW~ shipments amounted 
to $28,547,000. 
The United States impor ts from Greece during 
the first five months of 1947 also are shown in the 
following· table. 
1 
TABLE NO. 24 
(Value in t housands of United States 
dollars.) 
Commodity and Unit Qgantity 
Total .... _. ........ .......... ... ~. --------
yalue 
9 ,751 
Furs, marten, undressed • • . number •••• 
Sponges and manufactures •• 1,000 lb •• 
Olives in the brine ••••.•• l,OOO gal. 
9,733 
Fi g s ...................... ~,000 lb .. 
Olive oil, edible ••••.•••. ditto •.•• 
Cor dials, liqueurs,etc .•.• l,OOO pf. gal. 
Cigarette leaf tobacco 
61 
210 
222 
322 
14 
---
24 8 
616 
360 
21 
134 
209 
unstemmed ••.•••.• 1, 000 lb. 7, 4 53 
Al1 others ••••••••••••••••••••••.••• ------
7, 982 
1 81. 
1 Source: United States statistics: I nformati on available 
only f or 5 mont hs of i mpor ts. 
In g.e.ner al t he value of goods imported i n 194 7 
had ainounted up to $295, 000,000. 'I'hi s compares the tota l 
f or 1946 of $350 , 000, 000 when pric es were substantiall y 
l ower i n t he United States. 
The balance of payments of post war Greece, 
between 1945 and 1947, was maintained in equilibrium 
only becaus e of t h e sub s t antial a i d r eceived from the 
United S~ates and Gr eat Britain. The estimat ed dat a 
fo r t hese years is shmqn in the following t able. 
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1 
TABL:Z NO • 2 5 
Greek Balance of Payments 
(Millions of dollars ) 
.Qredi.ts: 
Exports .... , ................... . 
Remittances •.••••••••••••••...•• 
U . N. R.R .... 4. ...................... .. 
p 0 s t-tJI\ffiRA • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • 
A. M.A.G. (American Aid 
to GreeceJ •.•.••.••••••••• 
Reparations •.••••••••••••••••••• 
»ffi s c ellane ous •••••.•••••.••••••• 
Reduction of gold holdings 
and of For eign Balances 
of the Bank of Greece •••••• 
Iviilitary Liaison Aid~··········· 
Total . .................... . 
Debits: 
Imports ......................... . 
Expenses Abroad ••••••••••••••••• 
Domestic gold sales ••••••••••••• 
War material •••••••.•••••••••••• 
Increase of the Foreign 
balances of the Bank of 
1945 
1 
25 
166 
47 
60 
299 
157 
5 
100 
Greece. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 
Credits opened for future 
imports ••.•••••••.••••• 
Total . ................ . 299 
1 Bulletin of the Bank of Greece. 
1946 
41 
38 
210 
177 
55 
521 
350 
1.8 
17 
100 
36 
521 
1947 
~ 
25 
40 
36 
240 
8 
62 
37 
295 
15 
4 
200 
5i4 
The failure of exports to increase more rapidly 
was particularly disappointing. The unfavorable develop-
ment was d~e fundamentaly to the great and increasing 
dis crepancy between Greek and foreign prices.. Moreover 
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t he depreciation of the Turkish cur r ency in September , 
1946 , increased the dif ficulties confronting Greek 
exporter s. The price level discrepancies also adversely 
affected the dollar receipts from foreign remittances 
because the remittances were often diverted to the black 
market or were replaced by the S:l i pment of food and cloth-
i ng parcels. Declining exports are not a normal phenomenon 
after a war when we have a sellers • market. Greek exports 
i n 1938 were valued at $80,ooo,ooo, the equivalent of approki-· 
!hately~ $120,000,0 00 in 1946, or $l 60, ooo,ooo in 1947 • . 
The increasirg discrepancy between commodity 
import and export volumes after 1945 was due to the re-
duced volume of Greek production as compared with t he 
pre-war levels, to the necessity of importing essentia l 
commodities required for the_ rehabilitation programs and 
to t he disorganization resulting from the activities of t he 
11brigandsi• in 1946 and 1947. 
The trends of Greek exports and i mports during 
1945, 1946, and 1947 indicated t ha t further adjustment 
of the foreign value of the dra chi1J.a was ,- imperative. Tho s e 
adjust ments were done in October 12, 1947 and will be 
examined in Chapter VI in the topic concer ning Ex~hange 
Controls. 
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2. The E. c. A. Assistance 
When aid to Gr.eece through A. M.A. G. came up for 
renewal in 1948, t he economic part of the program was 
incorporated in the Economic cooperation Act, and an 
additional commitment of $225,000,000 was appropriated 
for military aid to Greece and Turkey. On July 1, 1 94 8 , 
the Ecnomic Cooperation Admini stration took over the 
responsibility for the Economic Aid to Greece which in 
all categories under the United States Public Law- 75, 
funds amounting to $472 , 40l,OOO had been made available 
1 
as of June 30, 1949. Marshall a id in 1949-50 fiscal 
year amounted to $156.3 million in direct payments and 
$107.3 million in indirect funds or in drawing rights by 
2 
participating 1\~arshall Plan countries. 
On this point it must be mentioned that t he 
original plans of A. M.A.G. were that approximately one-
half of this total allotted would be utilized for the 
economic rehabilitation of the country, and the remainder 
1 A. c. Sed!{ick, "Greece is Winning Fight to Survive 
on Military and Economic Fronts, 11 New York Times, 
Athens Greece, January· ll, 1950. 
2 Ibid, January 4, 1950 
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for military purposes against communist guerillas. In 
consequence of intensified guerilla activities, aided by 
totalitarian countries to the north of Greece, a de-
teriorating military situation had necessitated the 
diversion of some~3,ooo,ooo from economic to military 
purposes. Moreover, there have been other developments 
adversely affecting the A. M.A. G. program. Drought last 
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year reduced the anticipated cereal harvest by nearly 
one-third. Fewer goods were bought with funds available 
and the result was rising prices. Thus Greek production 
and exports have not reached the levels expected. The 
influx of' some 450,000 refugees in rural areas has created 
a serious health and wel,f'are problem, and has imposed a 
a heavy additional burden upon the Greek budget. 
Notwithstanding these diff'iculties, there have 
been substantial successes under t he program thus far. 
Most important is the fact that the communists have been 
unable to accomplish the collapse of the Greek economic 
and political structure, and improvements have been 
made in the Administration of the country as well c..s 
reconstruction of' transportation and communication 
facilities. 
However, the officials of' the Marshall Plan vvho 
were assigned to Greece had to face difficult economic 
and trading conditions concerning their task which ob-
viously was harder than those which their colleagues 
were facing elsewhere. 
In 1948, E. c. A as a part of its various and 
numerous reconstruction projects, which include the 
building of roads and bridges, .repairs to houses and 
sc~ools, and the conditioning of the ports of Piraeus, 
Salonika, and Valos, had announced t.he appointment of 
Ebasco Service~, Inc. ; l~ew York to make an engineering 
survey and preparatory economic studies for a ro mpre-
hensive program of electric power supply, irrigation and 
flood control. Preliminary surveys have sugg ested four 
river valleys which may lend themselves to development of 
hydro-electric power. The engineerir,g survey will use 
the services of qualified Greek engineers and tedhnical 
personnel to the fullest possible extent. 
Some 50,000 acres of land were drained and 
flood protection works s et up for 167,500 acres . Water 
supply and sewage disposal programs were undertaken and 
ro mmunications vastly improved. 
Greek coastal ships have been increased from 
fo~ small ships totalling 8 ,000 tons in · l945 to 56 ships 
totalling 101,119 tons. The shortage of coastal vessels 
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has hampered economic recovery. 
The E. C. A. mission has sponsored a number of 
hospitals, sanitoriums, and laboratory projects. It also 
has helped to bring about governmental reforms providing 
for the removal from politics of the key administrative 
officials. As a means of curbing inflation, rationing 
is kept on certain commodities. There are price ceilings 
for many categories of goods and bank credits are con-
trolled. 
The Greek people are heavily taxed al_ld in ways 
that many observers think unjust. The income tax probably 
will be overhauled, in 1950. 
According to the E. c. A. ~igures, the Greek 
government collected in both direct and indirect taxa-
tion in the 1948-1949 fiscal years, 2, 983,000,000 drach-
mas. The rate of exchange then prevaili~ was 10,000 
drachmas to one dollar. E. c. A. estimates revenues from 
all forms of taxation in the 1949-1950 fiscal years 
at 3,706,000,000,000. The prevailing rate of exchange is 
1 
15,000 drachmas to one dollar in 1950. 
1 A. c. Sedwl.ck, u.Greece is Winning Fight to ~rvive 
on Military and Economic Fronts", New York Tl.Illes, 
Athens, Greece, Jan. 4, 1950. 
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''National income before the war was about 
$600 million accordlng to United States sources. Greece 
is considered primarily an agricultural country. But 
only about 8,950,000 of a total of about 30,500,000 
acres are productive. Tll.o-thirds of the 7,500,000 popu-
lation live on 950,000 farms, which .average only about 
l . 
$263 in yearly income per farm." 'rhese figures are all 
according to the E. c. A. The country has never been 
self-supporting. 
Principal industries are the manufacturesof tex-
tile yarns and cloth, light and heavy chemicals and 
,. 
building materials. Industrial pro~uction according to . 
E. c. A. calculations is about 86 per cent of the 1939 
output compared with 65 per cent a year ago. The great-
est significance for the future of Greek industry is the 
plan for the development of electric power already 
produced above prewar lev~ls. Plans were made, further-
more, to modernize and expand the Greek industry under the 
four year E. c. A. aided development program. 
1 !bid. A. c.-Sedwick, "Greece is Winning Fight to Sur-
vive on Military and Economic Fronts", New York Times, 
Athens, Greece, Jan. 4, 1950. 
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(a) Agricultural policy and results 
To comment on the agricultural P-Olicy in 1948, 
we have to s~ that this was the maximum production of 
exportable commodities to procure foreign exchange. 
This was a shift in emphasis from the .typical prewar 
policy of maximum output of products for domestic use. 
Nevertheless, effects of this poaicy have not as y~t 
been reflected in actual production. During 1948, 
Production increased, l~gely because favorable weather 
conditions for some crops more· than offset the decreas~ 
in cultivated area, compared with the preceding crop 
year, as shown in table No. 26 • Total cultivated area 
was 4.3 per cent below that of 1947 and 6.4 per cent below 
· prewar. Production of grains and most other crops was 
higher than in 1947, but unfavorable weather for plives 
and tobacco, major export items, reduced production of 
these crops. The large grain crop, which was only 3.7 
per cent below prewar, added materially to domestic food 
SlPPlies, although comparatively little was delivered 
to the government under its program ofcallection for 
controlled distribution. 
Larger than prewar supplies of potatoes, o~her 
vegetables, and fresh dried fruits, in addition to the 
heavy food imports by the AMAG and ECA to Greece also 
contributed in providing the larg_est per c.api ta food 
supply of any postwar year. 
lll 
The following table shows analytically the 
cultivated Hectarage and the total production of thir-
teen main crops in comparison with the average of the 
years 1935-1938. 
1 
TABLE NO. 2;6 
Hectarage _ and Production · of Thirteen Main Crops (in thousands) · 
Hectares cultivated •. Production. 
Average Average 
ll:Z 
Crop 1935-1938 1947 1948 1935-38 1947 1948 Total •••••••••• 2,174.5 ... 2,126.8 2,035.8 3,058.7 2,995.9 3,198.1 
Wlleat ••••••••••••• 850.0 844.2 838.0 767.4 578.2 
Barley •••••••••••• 205.1 199.9 197.5 197.0 129.5 
Oats. ~ . . ..•....... 137.6 138.5 j_46.6 116.0 78.1 
Con1 •••••••••••••• 260.9 268.3 220.0 254.6 276.3 
Pulses •••••••••••• 102.1 107.2 80.6 78.0 74.5 
Potatoes •••••••••• 21.4 33.4 ~7.6 146.2 288.3 
Olive Oil •.. ...... 
----- ----- -----
112.8 145.0 
Olives ••••••••• ~ •• 
----- ----- -----
35.7 56.0 
Fresh frui~ •••••• 
----- ----- -----
275.0 286.7 
Dried £ruits •• ; ••• 77.8 78.5 78.5 94.0 126.2 
Wine •••••••••••••• 150.0 145.1 . 145.1 334.6 355.0 
Cotton ••••••••••.• 62.0 42.4 45.5 44.3 34.9 
Tobacco ••••••••••• 92.6 80.0 72.2 61.1 46.7 
1 Agricultural Census of the Ministry of National Economy, 
1935-38, Ministry of Agriculture, 1947, 1948. 
(b) i ndustrial policy and results 
Nearly all branches of Greek industry showed 
moderate advances in production over 1947 levels; the 
average rate, except for mining, was 73 per cent of prewar 
770.0 
190.0 
110.0 
229.0 
65.5 
304.0 
46.6 
18.7 
286.7 
126.0 
380.0 
35.7 
38,4 
'l'he follo·wing t abl e shmNs the Gr eek 
indu-strial :product i on during the ye ars 1947 and 
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i 948: in luj_liion drachmas: ~ 
Product ion as 
Type of Industry 
Metallurgi cal. tlea d, smelting a n d 
refining ) •••••••••••••••••••••• 
~Jletal vvorking •••••••••••••••••.••• • •• 
~1ipyards and ship r epairing ••• 
lron and steel mill products ••• 
Bu i lding materials ~ ••••••••••••••••• 
r.cexti les •.••...•......••......•••.••• 
va r pet s and l-mi tte d wear ••••••• 
Hayon filament yarns ••••••••••• 
Fo:odstuft's •......••...........•...•• 
J!'lo:ur , milling ••••••••••••••.••• 
Li quo·r ••..••..•.•••.....•....•• 
.beer orevving •••••• · ••••••••••••• 
Ice and refri geration •·•••••••• 
0l1emi ca l s ••.••..••.•.•••..•.•....••. 
vhemi ca l fertilizers ••••••••••• 
Drugs and pllarmaceuticals •••••• 
Leather tanning ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Paper and cardboard ••••••••••·••···• 
wearing apparel lhats) •••••••••••••• 
voodvvorlcilig •..........•........••••• 
vigarettes ••••••••••••••••••.••••••• 
Electric p ower and appliances ••.•••• 
.Power production: 
Athens-.Piraeus area ••••••• 
Rest of Greece •• .•••••••••• 
rlousehold appliance s •••·••••••• 
'l'ot a l • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Production 
- 1 939 
63 
909 
250 
120 
553 
3,861 
460 
61 
2 ,659 
605 
531 
125 
8 8 
2,567 
478 
85 
930 
500 
37 
472 
234 
1,370 
900 
400 
70 
1.4,155 
1 The drachma average :fi)0.0088, u. s . currency. 
2 Source: Federation of uree i;: Industries , Athens. 
"& of 1 939 
l 947 1 948 
51 58 
37 54 
11 30 
37 108 
4 9 72 
69 70 
35 42 
187 263 
70 71 
77 75 
90 90 
93 1.03 
102 114 
57 60 
64 61 
123 145 
48 57 
58 67 
25 36 
33 34 
135 152 
115 142 
133 1 76 
8 5 100 
44 66 
66.5 75 
3 These peruent ages were comput ed using 194? a nd 1948 va lue s 
o1· production expr essed i n terms of the 1939 dra chma. 
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a 
3 
(1939), compared with 66.5 per cent in 1947 (see table 27 ). 
Prewar levels were exceeded in 1948 principally in 
production of iron and steea, rayon filament yarns, beer, 
ice and refrigeration, yeast, pharmaceuticals, cigarettes, 
and electric power. On the other hand, important indus-
tries, such as shipbuilding and ship-repair, average 
30 per cent of prewar, the textile industry as a whole 
operated at 70 per cent of prewar, and production of 
chemical fertilizers fell off 3 points below the 1947 
level, to 61 per cent of prewar. 
(c) Mining production 
Complete data on Greek mining production is 
not yet available, but provisional figures indicate that 
1 
mineral output reached 144,840 tons in 194 7, falling 
to 113,000 tons in 1948. Mining and metallurgical pro-
duction in 1938 totalled 1,188,358 tons. 
This data excludes lignite production, which was approxi-
mately 108,010 tons in 1938, 140,000 in 1947, and 120,000 
in 1948 
Production of ores and concentrates in 1948 
was 110,413 tons, while exports totalled 170,767 tons. 
Exports exceeded production since stockpiles of minerals 
1 All tons in this report are metric tons 
11~ 
were exported during the year along with current pro-
duction. Production of metallurgical products was 
2,522 tons and exports were 2,337 tons. Production of 
iron pyrites, bauxite, and chromite in i948 fell below 
the 1947 level. Guerilla damage and destruction stopped 
all production in the iron pyrite mines of Cassandra, 
the most important pyrite mining area in Greece. It 
may therefore be necessary to import pyrites to meet 
the requirements of the domestic fertilizer industry. 
(d) In addition to the direct E.C.A, · aid, certain guaran-
ties of the Economic Cooperation Agreement between the 
United States and Greece offers an incentive to American 
firms to invest in new enterprises in Greece, by insuring 
that they can convert into dollars at least. 
Under the investment guaranties program, any 
American businessman who wishes to invest in a new enter-
prise in Greece will inform the Greek Government and the 
Economic Cooperation Administrator in Washington of the 
exact nature of his proJect. If the Greek Gov~ent and 
the Administrator agree that the investment will make a 
.substantial contribution to Greek and to European recovery 
they may authorize the investor to go ahead. The Economic 
11 5 
Cooperation Administration then insures the investor 
against loss of his dollar investment due to incon-
vertibility of Greek currency and charges a premium 
ot' 1 per cent for the l.nsurance. 
Under this program no investments hcd been 
realized. In order that such a step wil1 take place, 
the Greek Government plans to provide a more advanta-
geous legislation. This had been said also during a 
meeting while the President of the Internationai Chamber 
of ~ommerce had visited Athens. 
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CHAPTER VI 
Postwar Trade Policies and Practices of 1948 and 1949 
1. Import - Export Practices 
(a) Import Controls 
Before any shipment is made from abroad, an ~ 
port license is required for all. cmmmodi ties. This should 
be obtained by the importer from the Foreign 'l'rade Admini-
. . 
stration, establishe~ in the Mi~i~try of-National Economw •• 
Foreign Trade Administration draws up and pub-
lishes semiannual ~ort programs which list, by E.C.A. 
and Greek tariff schedule classification, the types of 
products for which import licenses may be obtained, and 
the amount of foreign exchange allotted for each product 
in dollar equivalent. 
Allocations are m own under three headings: 
(a) Imports payable in dollar exchange 
(b) Imports from the sterling area, and 
(c) Imports from countries with which Greece has 
signed clearing or biilateral agreements inU> lving the use 
of drawing rights under the E. R. P. program. 
- 1 
A pro-forma invoice must accompany every 
1 See International Reference Service - Dec. 1949, Vol. VI 
No. 123 for details concerning shipping Documents; 
Samples and Mail Regulations. 
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license which may be issued either by foreign suppliers 
or their accredted representatives in Greece. 
Prices are checked in the Ministry of National 
Economy, and if found fair and :re asonable, and the 
necessary exchange is available, then an import license 
is issued in the name of the applicant. 
Upon issuance of an import license, the importer 
is required t~ have his pro-forma cert~fied by the Re-
gional Chamber of Commerce. Any increase in prices must 
be reeD nsidered under the same procedure. Finally, when 
the license is granted, the importer may open a letter of 
credit which is sUbJect to the availability of foreign 
exchange. 
Furthermore, import licenses are issued for pay-
ment by letter of credit which, in the case of importers 
located in the metropolitan area, must be established 
within twenty days from tPe date of issue of a license; 
for importers located in the Provinces, the tLme limit 
is forty days. Failure to open letter of credit promptly 
entails cancellation of the license. 
Import licenses are valid for a period of six 
months from the date of issue, with the exception of 
licenses for maChinery which are valid for twelve months. 
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(b) Export Controls 
Exports are also subject to special l i cense 
grant Ed by the_ Ministzy of National E~noplY. • After the 
liceme is obtained,
1 
goods are shipped without payment 
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of my eJP ort duties. Certain levies are imposed, varying 
from one district to the other. Exports of agricultural 
products as well as of other local products are encouraged, 
although a checK is made to see if the countryis needs 
require the prohi~i ti on of export of these goods. 
By any means, goods imported in the country on 
which a payment in foreign exchange has been made can be 
re-exported. Before m.y such permit wil~ be issued, the 
corresponding amount of exchange must be reimported through 
the Bank of Greece. 
(c) Exchange Controls 
From January 31, 1946,to September 20, 1949, the 
official rate of exchange was· 5,000 drachmas, equal to one 
.American dollar, and 20,000 to one sterling pound. In the 
:rre e market the rate was ranging from 13,500 - 14,500 
dracbnas to one oollar; and 39 7900 to 42,000 drachmas to 
one pound sterling. The "effective" rate to the dollar 
and to the sterling pound was 10,000 and 32,000 drachmas 
respectiv~ly. The effective rate came into existence · 
on October 12, 1947,_ with the inauguration of the 
exchange certificate plan, which aimed to equalize, for 
both exports and imports the true value of the drachma 
abroad by placing a levy on imports and granting a 
premium to exports. Through this plan the Bank of 
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Greece was issuing negotiable exchange certificated with 
a face value of 1, · 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, and 1,000 dollars; 
or 1, 5, 10, and 100 pounds, which were supplementing the 
official rate of the dollar and the pound sterling. The 
resulting rate is the offieial "effective" rate. 
Since September 21, 1949, date of the devalua-
tion of the drachma, the market price of these certifi-
cates has been 10,000 drachmas per dollar and 22,000 
per pound sterling. Thus the effective bank rate of .the 
dollar for the payment of imports is now 15,000 drachmae, 
and of the pound sterling, 42,000 Drachmae. 
Moreover, the Greek Government t:~orarily 
introduced a variable import subsidy system-ae-eordi. ng t.o. 
~hieh essential products , as foodstuffs and raw materials 
for industry. According to that system, the exchange 
rate applicable is as low as 10,000 drachmae per dollar. 
On the other hand, while all exports enjoy the full 
post-devaluation exchange rate, foreign exchange deriv-
ing from tobacco has been made subject to a nretention." 
The procedure to open a letter of credit 
(irrevocable) is the cash payment of the invoice value 
of the goods. This value is determined in drachmas by 
the official selling rate of exchange (5,000 Dr. to $1) 
and by the market price of exchange certificates of a 
face value equal to the amount of the invoice involved· 
which the importer is required to deliver to the bank 
for cancellation. 
(d) Tariffs and excise taxes 
Legislation and by-laws concerning the Greek 
customs tariff has not been changed. Nevertheless, 
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customs duties during the post-war period have attracted 
too much attention from the revenue collector. The taxa-
tion of goods before delivery to the consignee has proven 
to be the safest way for the co llecti. on of high excise 
taxes, the turnover tax, as wel1 as the luxury tax. Thus 
when goods have been imported, the dutiable value is 
determined, and as explained in Chapter III, the "metallic" 
drachmas are converted to paper drachmas at ratios vary-
ing between 200 and 4,000 paper drachmas. 
There follows a long series of surtaxes on all 
commodities. Whether goods are dutiable on a specific 
or an ad valorem basis, they are subject to the payment 
of such excise taxes totalling 75 per cent of the basic 
duty. 
The turnover tax is also collected before goods 
are delivered. This tax, being an internal tax, is ap-
plied equally on domesticallY produced goods. Its rate 
is 14 per cent on all imported goods except for certain 
foodstuffs, which are taxed at the rate of 5.5 per cent. 
This taxation is imposed defnitelY for revenue purposes. 
It is assessed on value which is the wholesale price 
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of the product in the domestic market reduced by the 
amount of the turnover tax, which is presumed to be in-
cluded in the wholesale price. In case that the domestic 
wholesale cannot be determined quickly, the c. i. f. in-
voice value, increased by the amount of the import duties 
and the taxes payable, as well as all the expenses and the 
amount of presumed wholesale profit, is used as a basis 
of assessment. 
Finally, there is a luxury tax which is also 
payable before delivery takes place. The articles sub-
ject to this taxation, to varying percentages, are cer-
tain types of nonessential products (i.e. cosmetics, 
perfumery, essential oils, alcoholic beverages, silk 
fabrics, oriental carpets, etc.). The dutiable weight 
is the gross weight with tare allowance. 
2. Trade policy as Affected by Foreign Relations 
(a) Foreign Trade through official licenses 
and clearing agreement§ 
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The close political relations that Greece had 
since its deliberation with the Western Democracies were 
the channels ~or developing a steady and substantial trade 
with those countries. 
Throughout 1948, the United States was the lead-
ing country of supply by both quantity~ value, supply-
ing for the fireit 11 months 709,452 tons valued at 
2 
1,025,932,838,000 drachmas. There were following in 
order of value, the United Kingdom (175,642,548,000 Dr.) 
Germany (83,367,075,000) and Italy (78,229,982,000 Dr.) 
The great uolume of imports from the United 
States is due to the American loans extended to the 
Greek Government; thus to the purchasing power that this 
country had in Cb llars. Imports from the United King-
dom were favored because England was Greece's best 
customer by quantity and value. Pounds were more easily 
available while dollars were more carefully spent for 
the purchase 
1 All tons reported are metric tons 
2 Compiled on the basis of the official rate of 5,000 
drachmas to the dl>llar. 
of items not available. in the sterling area. 
Great Britain bought , for the first eleven 
months 112,985 tons valued at 88,100,924,000 drachmas. 
Nevertheless, Greece was one of the countries included 
in the sterling area which came out officially in 1939 
under the Defence (Finance) Regulations issued on August 
1 
1 
25th On the other hand, trade relations with Italy 
and Germany were limited. Italy has bought from Greece 
during the same period of time, goods valued at 
57,780,861,000 and Gen.many,negligible quantities. The 
United States -and Czechoslovakia had imported items from 
Greece of a value of 56,287,619,000 and 39,837,249,000 
drachna s resp~ctively. 
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A major step toward recovery of the prewar German 
market was the signing of a trade agreement with Bizonia, 
in January 1948, providing for imports into Greece of in-
dustrial items valued at $5,190,000 against exports. of 
Greek tobacco, minerals and other items valued at 
$3,960,000. 
A trade and clearing agreement was signed with 
France in June, and clearing agreements with the French 
zone in Germaey in April, and with SWeden in June. The 
Italian clearing agreement was extended to February 2~, 
1 see Defence Act, 1939; also Foreign Trade Handbook-
Frat t - Page 105::3 
~949 and a treaty of Friendship, Commerce, and Naviga-
tion with Italy was concluded on November 5. 
Existing trade abd clearing agreements with 
SWitzerland and Czechoslovakia were automatically 
extended to March 31, and Ju~ 31, 1949 respectiv~~y; 
and in February 1949 the agreement with the Austrian 
Tobacco Monopoly was extended to January 31, 1950. 
In anticipation of Greece's trade deficit with other 
E. R. P. countries during the 1948-49 fiscal year, 
conditional grants amounting to $66,000,000 were made 
to twelve other participants, t<? be made avail.able 
to Greece in the fonn of drawing rights. 
The above stated policy demonstrates the post-
war efforts of Greece to meet the initial requirements 
of its economy. In spite of the existence of the deficit 
of $66,800,000, it is obvious that the practical reSllts 
were favorable for the limited economy of Greece. 
The business people of Greece were always in 
favor of such agreements and were in acco·rdance with this 
policy, which after all was the only way for covering the 
eountry's urgent needs by that time. Nevertheless, in 
many cases, consumers' items were listed for imports 
which were produced by the local industry, while 
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insufficient sums were allocated for goods badly needed. 
This on one hand has imposed tough competition for the 
newly recoveri ng industry, and on the other hand has 
cnea ted high prices for goods not produced locally, but 
imported by a few importers. This lack of such useful 
stocks has delayed industrj al recovery and trade acti-
wities to a serious degree. 
In a good many cases the country which had 
proposed· to buy Greek goods was insisting on selling 
specific manufactured items of less importance, but 
probably the acceptance of such offers was imposed 
because of other interests; nevertheless, they must be 
blamed to a certain extent. 
The following table demonstrates the major 
and total exports and imports of Greece from January 
l 
to November , 1948 • 
Provisional figUres. 
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TABLE N0.2€ 
Commodity Group 
Fruits and Vegetables · 
( including tobacco and . 
dried fruit •••••••••••• 
Oil seeds and vegetable 
oils ••••••••••••••••••• 
Alcoholic beverages ••••• 
Fore st products ( includ-
ing naval stores, tan-
ning extracts) ••••••••• 
Leather and furs ••••••• 
Minerals ••••••••••••••• 
Total 
Grain and Cereals •••••• 
SUgar and Confectionery 
Animal and fish products 
Minerals ••••••• ~ ••••••• 
Textiles and Products ••• 
Total 
Value 
QUantity (thousand) 1 {metric tons) . drachmas 
Six Major Exports 
77,365 
16,225 
26,862 
255,"861,728 
54,628,993 
26,817,173 
11,276 17,735,976 
1,776 . 15,050,367 
172,835 12~432,959 
. (All Exports J 
324,438 397,035,372 
-· (six Major Imports) 
451,660 657,546,998 
79,143 230,712,815 
94,322 195,762,196 
914,829 185,799,285 
14,648 . .155,008,316 (All Imports ) 
1,929,800 2,018,654,362 
~ Compiled on the basis of the official rate of 
5 ,000 drachmas to the dollar. 
2 Greek Official Statistics. 
(b) Foreign Trade through "private barter" 
agreemen:ts 
The interest of private importers to improve 
exports, and the understanding of the government that 
under the existing exchange controls, exporters were 
unable to compete in the foreign markets, resulted in 
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the application of' a system of' trading known -as "private 
barter". According to this program, import licenses 
for program and off-program items were obtainable. Im-
port rights were granted to the exporters of Greek 
·• 
products who were permitted _to use the foreign exchange 
earned from such exports to pay f'or imports in certain 
proportions according to the type of the Greek product 
exported. 
Since Septenber 30, 1949, the issuance of barter 
licenses has teen suspended pending further instructions, 
but unexpired barter licenses might still be carried out 
within the time limits m1d other conditions stipulated in 
the original license. 
Private agreements have proved very valuable to 
the auntry's trade. The main characteristic of private 
barter transactions was the great variety of goods ex-
changed between the participating countries. The exported 
items were: in 1948, leaf tobacco, which was covering 
41 per cent of' all exports under this "private barter" 
system, as well as currants, forest products, wines, 
leather and hides, olives, etc. That the Kernel oil as 
well as olive oil were included as exported items is 
questionable because there is a shortage in the country 
of such goods. Imported items on the other hand, as above, 
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emphasized a great variety of goods. We mention the 
cotton textiles covering 26 per cent of all imports, 
woolen textiles and various foodstuffs as sugar,cheese, 
herrings, smoked herrings, etc. 
The total amount of "private barters 11 from 
1946 until 1948 was as follows: 
1946 
1947 
1948 
Total 
Imports Exports 
(In Sterling Pounds) 
339,826 
3,435,564 
9,012,070 
12,788,084 
481,851 
4,912,896 
8,826,962 
14,221,709 
In the above table are included the transac-
tions which were made with Italy, according to the 
CDmmercial agreement of 1947 made with this country. 
A total amount of imports up to 4,570,034 and 4,730,752 
pounds for elPorts must be attributed to it. The remain-
ing amounts with all the other countries are 8,218,050 
pounds, imports, and 9,490,957 pounds, exports. 
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TABLE NO, 29 
Analytical Table of the most important 
"private barter11 transactions with 
the various countries in 1948 
(Value in sterling pounds) 
Country 
Great Britain 
Egypt 
Belgium 
Brazil 
France 
Switzerland 
Derunark 
United States of America 
Italy 
Cyprus 
Lebanon 
Norway 
Netherlands 
Palestine 
Sweden 
Trieste 
Turkey 
Czechoslovakia 
Finland 
Imports 
377,241 
545,496 
378,346 
122,173 
461,857 
70,999 
52,343 
37,878 
3,221 ' 745 
51,262 
62,263 
104,120 
466,292 
52,169 
206,431 
87,783 
329,592 
526,490 
723,574 
1 11Economist of Greece 11 , March 12, 1949 
(c) The Program of 1949-50 
Exports 
401,382 
891,895 
375,596 
110,581 
375,226 
67,211 
35,147 
39,639 
2,924,472 
48,025 
140,384 
81,972 
408,178 
105,400 
287,690 
98,608 
362,774 
235,334 
759,544 
The elaborated balance of payments -o:t.-the 
Greek Government for the fiscal year 1949-50 analyzes 
the country's needs from the point of view of goods 
needed for consumption, normal replacement, and recon-
struction of the state's economy, According to this 
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program, a total of $3085 millions were requested by the 
Greek government. This amount consists of the net 
deficit of the country's balance of payments. 
In the following table we are going to give a 
comparison between the net deficit of 1948-49 and 1949-50. 
Item 
Imports, F.O.B. 
.!.freights 
Imports C.I.F. 
Exports 
Invisible items 
Total 
Deficit 
Capital movement 
Total Deficit 
1 
TABLE NO. :30 
(In millions of dOllars) 
1948-49 
324.8 
48.0 
390.8 
89.4 
115.3 
204.7 
186.1 
77.4 
108.7 
1949-50 
408.7 
52.0 
460.7 
99.5 
2717 
127.2 
333.5 
7510 
308.5 
The def ic!.:i. t of the balance of payments c ancerning 
united States currency is as follows: (In millions o:f 
d(ollars) 
1948-49 
227.0 
1949-50 
187.5 
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Imports ••••••••••••••• 
Per Cent of Imports •••• (66.2 per 
cent) 
(45.9 per cent) 
Exports • ••• • • • ••••• • • • • • • • 17 • 9 
Per Cent o:f Exports •••••••• (20 per cent) 
21.0 (21.1 per cent) 
1 "Economist of Greece .," July 9, 1949 
In other words, according to this program, 
efforts are made to decrease the needs of the United 
States currency. Moreover, a much smaller deficit could 
be ootainable, but conditions in Greece have imposed a 
high amount of imports of foodstuffs compared to those 
forecast previously. 
Furthermore, in comparison with the fiscal 
year, 1948-49, there is estimated an increase of the 
national income up to 8.9 per ~ent. Thus, a 6 per cent 
increase of the qgricultural production is expected, and 
17 per cent increase of the industrial production. 
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CHAPrER VII 
Summary and Conclusions 
The historical and statistical survey of Greek 
trade has illustrated the resources of th1s country and 
the nature of her ex1sting economy. ureece, according 
to her degree of manufacture and her exports is ~ns1dered 
an agr1cultural country. Her industry is not developed 
and one of the most important actfvities of the Greek 
people is th~ shipping business. 
Greece has never balanced her international pay-
ments; she has been ~ontinually carrying a substantial 
deficit. The shortage of foreign currencies and her 
negligence in the development of foreign markets for 
Greek products imposed the necessity for recourse to 
foreign loans. 
The international wars, be r dis.orders, and her 
political instability resulted in the crisis of the 
1930's. This crisis was followed by the suspension of 
foreign payments; the imposition of exchange controls; 
as well as the abandonment of the Gold Standard. 
Her trade during the following years of the 
1930's has expanded by leaps and bounds with the needs of 
local consumption, but always under governmental control 
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and through bila~eral agreements. Foodstuffs and other 
raw materials were imported into the country by payments 
in foreign currencies when no other means were available. 
Nevertheless, the deficit was always in existence because 
Greece, although she was producing agricultural goods, 
needed to import almost as much as she produced in food-
stuffs for the nourienment of her population. 
Tourism gains, immdgrant remittances, and income 
from the shipping activities were but a small fraction 
of the amount of foreign exchange required to cover im-
port needs. However, the availability of labor, and 
the local needs for consumer goods have contributed to 
an industrial development of Breece. 
Since 1925, fertilizer, textiles, machine shop, 
chemicals and building material industries have . been 
developed. This was a very important step because many 
of her needs are now being satisfied by the local in-
dustries. 
The government policy was favorable for such a 
development providing tariffs and protection. Never-
theless, the extended protection was limited due to the 
competition of imported goods with the local products 
through the clearing agreements, according to . which, 
lower tariffs were imposed. The importation of such 
goods was imposed by agreement between Greece and the 
~ountries exporting to Greece. Nevertheless, this co~ 
. petition has proved f,aworable to a certain extent 
because industry has been compelled to offer to the con-
sumers better quality goods at lower prices. Production 
methods and rational organization have also become more 
efficient due to this pressure. 
For the last four years of the 1930's, Germany 
was the best market for Greek products, and almost .one 
third of the Greek imports were made for this country. 
This has been highly criticized. It was considered 
unprofitable for Greece to deal to such a high extent 
with one countxy, neglecting the collaboration of the 
other nations from both pol~tical and ecnnomdcal points 
of view. 
Foreign investments except for certain ones, 
before the restrictions were impeeed, have not been mad~ 
because of state legislation and the various restrictions 
concerning foreign exchange. 
The Second World War has proved very harmful to 
Greece. . Occupation by foreign powers, followed by gueril-
la warfare have -t:-otally nullified her national income. 
At first the aggressors had acquired all stocks of goods, 
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virtually by print~r~ money. Lack of materials and ma-
chiner.y made it difficult to start production again. 
The Greek farmers were hardly making their living, while 
their purchasing power became the lowest in Greek economic 
history •• 
After the liberation of the country, the destruc-
tion and the devastation was deplorable. The Allies 
started helping Greece by every means for recovery and 
reCPnstruction. But , again, the political instability 
proved to be the worst evil. Different measures taken by 
the government& reform of November 11th, 1944, had des-
t~oyed the confidence of the people aDncerning Greece's 
credit. All internal loans were literally cancelled 
through the stabilization, while no deTinite measures were 
taken to secure consumer goods which the people greatly 
needed. 
Since the Stabilization Act of 1944, inflation 
has not stopped and policies concerning ~erce were 
changing yea~in and year-out without any positive results. 
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Aftertthe declaration of the British that they 
would no longer be able to make further commitments, and 
u.N.R.R.A. commitments bad ended, the United States of 
America undertook the responsitility of helping Greece in her 
recovery and reconstruction. 
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In the meantime, ' the Greek people had not cast · . 
their votes, and the country was governed by an un-
official government. This was a perdod during which the 
government aimed to control industries and production. 
It imposed high, unjustified taxation on its industries. 
The country was marching toward a universal collapse, 
but the vice-president of the country who was exercising 
this policy had resigned. A period of freer trade fol-
lowed; with the result that the reserves of foreign 
currencies which 1he Bank of Greece was holding were 
almost exhausted. 
It was in this· cr~tical point of the history of 
Greek trade that the .Almrican Mission Aid to Greece 
had arrived. It has elaborated on a general policy 
o·f import and export contro~s with the main objective 
being to reinforce exports. Nevertheless, exports 
have been kept low, either because the official rates 
of exchange were uneconomically stabilized or because 
of poor local production. ~n addition to the various 
controls, A. M.A.G. undertook the executi?n of a quite 
substantial reconstruction program. Highways, bridges, 
buildings, and other communication facilities were 
buil t or repaired with the cooperation and appreciation 
of the Greek people. \Vhen the A. M.A.G. program ended, 
American help continued through the E.C.A. plan. 
Now in 1950, five years after the liberation, 
Greece has not yet been restored. Since the government 
wants to control everything, there are so many delays 
that industry is the only branch of the eoonomy that has 
almost reached prewar levels. However, this is not 
enough. Greece must produce all the goods it can , 
at a much higher percentage, as for example, tobacco, 
currants, raisins, oiive oil and other agricultural 
products, as well as development of its mining wealth. 
Another principal program which is already 
being carried out to some extent, and which must be sup-
ported more vigorously is the development of industry. 
The first step should be more freedom in the importation 
of raw materials, and the elimination of time-consuming 
red tape. The second step has to be the policy to save 
any amount of foreign exchange for the purchase of goods 
that the country can produce itself. 
On the other hand, exports must be encouraged 
and developed to the fullest extent. 
In conClusion, I emphasize that although 
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Greece is considered an agricultural country, it is not, 
because,as has been shown in previous statist~cal reports, 
it cannot support its population. Agricultural production 
is far from adequate. 
Although there exists a mineral wealth in 
Greece, there are definitely no possibilities for the 
development of a heavy industry. Finally, Greece has 
a very outa. anding position in International shipping 
activities. 
If the activities in all branches were co-
ordinated Greece could prosper. .~iculture must be 
developed in close coordination with the development 
of foreign markets for Greek products. The activities 
of tile Greek farmers must be concEntrated on those 
products which can be most advantageously grown. 
Existing climatic conditions encou~e the growth of 
such products as currants, raisins, olives, tobacco, 
forest products, etc. 
Industry must be protected to such an extent 
that it will not be harmful to tile consumer, but it will 
be able to absorb the enormous unemployment that now 
exists in the country. Jobs in Industry and ColililE rce 
must be offered to the young people, and the tendency 
to beoome a government employee nru.st be eLiminated. 
The purchasing power of the people i~ very 
much weakened and production in certain fields already 
~aces a lack of consumers despite the great existing 
needs in consumer goods. 
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An abundant import of goods, similar to those produced 
locally would definitely harm the industries because 
it would drain all purchasing power of customers by 
supplying ~hem with such goods within a small limit of 
time. Greek industry will not be . in a position to in-
crease production or to offer in the marke~ substantial 
quantities of goods in order to take its share. 
The higher price is another factor that the in-
dustry of Greece still cannot beat because modern 
production techniques are not very efficiently applied. 
Thus I conclude that while Greece faces a very 
serious lack of exchange, it is quite economical to import 
those goods which cannot be produced locally, and at the 
same time help its industries to develop. 
This solution will help to absorb the enormous 
unemployment that now exists, .and more or less will stop 
the existing tendency of the young people to seek employ-
ment only from the government. 
Fiba.lly, the ruillJ.Je rcial policy must be coordina-
ted within the limits of the industrial recovery policy 
as explained above. Imports must expand wherever there is 
no capacity for local production. Nevertheless, the 
overall trade program must be the development of exports. 
This is the only means through which the country will. 
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acqu1re available foreign currency with which to make 
purchases abroad. When the day comes that Greece will 
be able to dispose of larger amounts of foreign ex-
change, then there is no doubt that new programs and 
new policies can be applied, for these goals: the 
the prosperity and advancement of its people. 
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